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I. PARLIAMENT'S MANDATE TO THE COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES
At the end of 1974, the Parliament's Economic and Monetary Affairs Committee
discussing a draft resolution tabled by Lord Reay, examined the problem of
the protection of saving in times of inflation, and in particular the possibility of "indexing" or "index-linking" savers' assets.
As a result of work carried out by the Committee together with the Commission,
Mr. Hougardy presented a report and a proposed resolution on the indexation of
savings, on 10 July 1975. The resolution was adopted by Parliament on 11 July
1975*.
The Parliament's res.>lution calls upon the Commission "to examine further
the entire range of problems connected with index-linking and more particularly·
the protection of savings".·
Both Mr. Hougqrdy's report and discussions within the Committee show clearly
that the protection of saving must be analysed in the general context of
social policy and not within the restricted context of financial policy :
in other· word·s that the emphasis must be on the safeguarding·of the assets
of the small saver.
This is the general background of the present report.

*
Provisional acidrna:

T.he texts of Parliament's resolution ·and .of Mr. Hougardy's repof"t ar! _9iven in
Annex I.
R~;c
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II.

SAVINGSAND INFLATION - GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

1. It is hardly necessary to point out here that one of the most dang rous
consequences of inflation is that it changes, sometimes rapidly bu
always insidiously, the distribution of wealth and of incomes. Th
decline in the value of money spares the owners of real assets and
those whose incomes are adapted to the general upward movement in
prices : it gradually impoverishes owners of fixed income-bearing
assets and those with fixed incomes.

It is true that - sometimes

long - experience of inflation has taught those concerned how to
preserve the real value of their assets and of their incomes.
in this respect some are much better armed than others.

But

All depen s

on the means of pressure available to them.
Firms may have their profits cut by price freezesi but eventually
they will succeed in passing the increase in costs on to consumers
if they did not do so, their losses would quickly force them out o
the market.
Wage-earners, for their part, have learned to protect their purcha ing
power by speeding up the frequency of wage agreements, which somet mes
have full indexation clauses or even stipulate pay increases somet mes
running well ahead of price increases.
The Government itself enjoys automatic indexation of its revenues

hrough

pro.gressive tax scales, and even makes net gains as a result of "f ·seal
drag", when graduated tax rates are not corrected to take account

f

inflation.
Other groups in society also

suc~eed

in preserving part of the rea

value of their incomes : pensioners whose pensions are generally i creased in line with the cost of living or else with wages, farmer
protected by guaranteed prices, property-owners whose rents are fi ed
, freely and which are regularly reviewed or simply linked to an ind x.

3.

Savers are in a much weaker position, however, firstly because their
investment income is, nowadays, nearly always a supplementary and not
their main source of income, and secondly, and mainly, because savers
are not usually organized. They have no pressure groups, and consequently are fighting an uneven battle with their debtors- usually public
authorities, savings institutions, banks,, or industrial and commercial
companies.
2. The extent to which persons investing their savings in fixed income-bearing assets can defend the value of their assets depends on the comparative trends in the interest rates they receive on their investments and
on the rat'e of inflation. When the rate of interest exceeds the rate
of inflation, the saver suffers a loss of income, since part of the income is in fact a compensatbn for a loss of capital. When inflation
exceeds the interest rate, the saver not only receives no remuneration
on his capital but the capital itself also loses vcdl!e, since the interest will not be enough to cover the value of the capital lo~L. This is
exactly what has been happening in recent years. Si~ce 1972, the real
yield on savings deposits in all
Community countries has been "negative" i.e., savers have suffered a real loss .in the value of their assets
(Annex II Table I). For bonds 1 the situation has not been quite as bad and actually
~mproved in the first quarter of 1976 in countries having high rates of
inflation (Annex -II Table II).
It should be noted that the losses suffered by the saver are in fact
larger than the real yield <resulting from a comparison of the nominal
interest rate and the rate of inflation) would, at first sight, suggest;
for in addition to the losses·due to inflation, income tax must also be
paid as well, this varying, of course, in relation with the tax scale
and the taxpayer's total income.

3. The counterpart of the impoverishment of savers is the, unjustified
remission of the real debt borne by borrowers. In other words, an
unplanned transfer of wealth from creditor to debtor takes place
because of inflation.
such situations are by no means new. Thus, even w~en inflation hardl
existed bond-holders suffered losses on their assets because of
price movements in "boom" periods. But these were short-term situati
which were reversed in the following phase of the business cycle, whe
the impoverishment of savers has in recent years become a permanent
feature of the social situation in certain countri£!::, though the patt rn
from country to country is by no-means even.
The "stealthy spoliation" of savers has far-reachinp implications for
flows of funds between credit institutions, in financial markets and
the employment of savings, and is profoundly unfair in that it aggrav
social inequalities.
In the first place, the prospect that their debts wil! grow·smaller a
money depreciates is an incentive to some people to borrow to finance
investments of low or even zero profitability._ In other words, "easy
money" leads to wastefulness ~ith regard to investment, i.e. the wron
alldcation of saved resources.
Secondly, as and when the saver becomes aware of his losses, he makes
an effort to protect himself by altering the pattern of his saving. H
will tend to lose confidence in traditional financial channels and ·
prefer to place his saving in real assets : land, buildings, gold,
works of art and collector's items. If he goes to extremes, he will
stop saving altogether and go into debt to finance the purchase of
such assets.

5.

Behaviour of this kind makes the financing of productive investment
difficult and at the same time make• for di•oquilibrium in the market
in "inflation hedges", the demand for which is artificially boosted.
Moreover, and this is where the inequalities are really severe, a choice
of different types of saving is available only to a minority of savers,
i.e. the wealthier ones, who are in a position to diversify judiciousLy their investments and manage their assets with all proper care,
precisely because of the scale of their resources. But most households ·have no access to types of saving which would enable them· to
escape from monetary erosion, either because the funds of which they
dispose are too small or because their knowledge of finance is much
too rudimentary. The small saver is generallY familiar only with his
savings bank or ordinary bank, and he holds his reserves, often for
relatively long periods, in liquid or semi-Liquid form, the very form
that fs most vulnerable to inflation.
This is the general background against which both sav~rs and political
leaders in most Community countries have campaigned for the indexation
of savings.

III. INDEXATION, AN OLD AND HIGHLY CONTROVERSIAL TECHNIQUE
1. In its w·idest sense, indexation consists in tying the nominal value·
of a claim or income or both, to changes in an index recording changes
in the value of money. Its principle, then, is the maintaining of the
real value of claims and incomes. The technique is not new. It has
been used for many years for farm leases.

6.

A famous historical example often mentioned is the indexed bond
loan ("depreciation notes") issued in 1742 by the State of
Massachussetts.

But it was only after the second world war that

indexation was brought in on a larger scale in certain countries,
for example Finland, and, to a lesser extent, in France.

The

technique was later introduced in other countries, one of the
best known being Brazil.
2. On a theoretical· level, the problem of a monetary unit having constant purchasing power was considered by economists many years ago.
In 1886, Marshall was arguing in favour of a monetary,safeguard
clause in long-term contracts; subsequently, Jevons, Keynes,
Irving Fisher and other eminent economists came out in favour of
the same device.
But these proposals were concerned with objectives different from
those aimed at by the present supporters of indexation.

The under-

lying theory was that money must be "neutral" if equilibrium is to
be achieved in the economy. More specifically, t~e system of relative prices expressed in real terms, and the Walras-type general
equilibrium, achieving op~imum utilisation of resources must not
be jeopardized by price variations of purely monetary origin.

3. More recently, other economists, including Milton Friedman and
Modigliani in the United States and Herbert Giersch in Germany,.
have lent their support to the notion of indexing financial assets,
since they believe that this technique can restrain certain types
of behaviour and particularly decisions anticipating inflation.
Among economists, these views are in fact held only by a minority,
since most economists feel that indexation tends to speed up inflation and, above all, that it makes inflation easi:r to "live
with".

The great majority of monetary authorities and of experts
~-

working in the financial field, in most of the countries, agree
with this view.

7.
These differences of opinion show that despite its apparent, and
attractive, simplicity, indexation raises complex problems when
it comes to actual implementation. In the material below, we
shall leave aside the general problem of indexation and confine
our analysis to the problem of applying the technique in the
financial field.

IV.

INDEXATION TECHNIQUES IN THE FINANCIAL FIELD
Technically, indexation raises two problems
(i)
<ii)

what index should be chosen ?
how can index changes be reflected in the value to be indexed ?

1. The choice of

index

The ideal index would be one enabling the saver to invest in constant
monetary units, i.e. to maintain unchanged the purchasing power of his
capital and of his income whatever the vicissitudes arising. It stands
to reason that the choice of the index should be determined by the
eventual use the saver wishes to make of his funds, but obviously this
goal is unattainable. In fact, it is the debtor who selects the index,
and he-does this on the basis of the state of the market and of the
foreseeable reactions of savers.
In practice, two types of index may be distinguished
(a) general indexes : cost of living, wholesale prices, consumer
prices, prices derived from the GNP;
(b) "specific" indexes : prices of individual goods and services,
production or profits indexes, debtor's turnover indexes.
Among the general indexes, the cost-of-living index
is the one most
'popular among those who believe in indexation, and it has in fact
sometimes been used. The objection to this choi~e, however, is that
the sums saved may very WP.ll not in fact to intended for future·
current consumption.

8

An index· of prices derived from the GNP would probably be more representative, but, in practice, it is very difficult to use since it is
normally only established once a year and then only published after
a time-lag.
There are sometimes practical reasons for
this is don~ for example in Brazil.

l.i~·ing

a '· ;:,l.esale price ind

Special indexes are often chosen by the debtor in view of his own
operations : e.g. indexation on the basis of the turnover or selling
price of the products manufactured by the borrowing firm. An example
of this is indexation based on the prices of certain public services,
which, being administered prices, cannot measure accurately variation
in the purchasing power of money since they often lag behind market
trends.
Indexation may also be based on variations in the price of gold, of
foreign currencies or variable-income securities (see below, in Franc ) •
This type.of indexation is, in fact, not very rel~ble for the credito ,
especially whenever gold prices or foreign exchange rates fluctuate
widely, or erratically.

.

Wherever the market offers a varied range of financial "products"·, it
is not easy for the saver to choose between securities indexed agains
general indexes and securities indexed against specific indexes. The
latter may at time yield gains exceeding the loss of value of money,
but the opposite can also happen.
Securities indexed against general indexes are not affected by

~iciss

tudes beretting a specific sector only, and by their very nature offe
their holder more steady compensation over time.

-

9.

In conclusion, if an index is to be a representative on~ for the purposes
of indexation, it must be as comprehensive as possible and so designed as
to escape the impact of exceptional fluctuations in the prices of certain
goods or services. It must also be regularly and r•1pidly available.

2. Indexation methods
Once the index has been chosen, the way in which changes in the index are
to be reflected in the .value of the asset indexed must be determined.
A claim- bond or deposit - being generally interest-bearing, the first
question arising"is which of the two components- principal or interest
is to be indexed.
For clarity of discussion, two main choices may be distinguished
(i)

the indexation of interest only : the nominal rate of interest
of the claim is increased annually by the rate of inflation,
the calculation of the interest being made on the unrevalued
principal, this being repaid on maturity at nominal value.

Cii>

continued indexation of interest and principal : here, fo·r the
purposes of calculating interest, the nominal rate of interest
~f t~e claim is applied to the principal revalued at the same
rate as the rate of d'preciation of money. On final maturity,
the principal is itself refunded plus an amount to cover inflation since the origin of the operation.

The results these two methods give are shown in the table below.
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TABLE III

LOAN OF 1 000 UNITS INVESTED FOR FIVE YEARS, AT A NOMINAL INTERE T
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<1> The interest is calculated by applying the nominal rate plus the rate
of inflation to a constant nominal principal
<2> The interest is calculated on the principal revalued at the end

f

each year, i.e. 1 100 for the first year, 1 210 for the second y ar,
1 331 for the third year, 1 464 for the fourth year, 1 610 for t e
fifth year
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It is clear that the saver is properly protected only if both principal
and interest are indexed : when only interest is indexed, the extra
remuneration which the saver receives each year is in fact compensation
for the loss of value of the principal, and is therefore an early redemption of part of this principal. In fact, this type of indexation protects
the principal only insofar as the lender re-invests this additional interest in other indexed contrats. The lender will suffer annually a
diminution in the real value of any part of the income which he does
not re-invest. The arrangement is also not favourable to the debtor,
who must make, in the early years, higher payments than those he would
have had to make had there been joint indexation of capital and interest.
In practice, .indexation schemes are often more complicated, mainly because
of redemption arrangements, but also because they
only use parts of the two standard devices described above, which
they often combine. And this raises the question as to whether changes
in the reference index are fully reflected in the asset indexed. This
assumption has been made for ease of discussion in the two examples
described above. Experience shows, however, that this is not always
the case in actual fact. Indexation in contracts is often confined
to only part of the capital or interest.
The impac.t of the index can also be curtailed by establishing an indexation which is proportional, but not equal, to variations in the
index : e.g. for any increase of 10 % in the reference index, the
co~ponent index is increased by only 5 %.
In the early years of the
experiments carried out in Finland, only half of the increase of
cost of living was counted. Similar arrangements were also
made in France for some bond issues.

12.

The degree to which indexation is automatic can also vary :
a minimum threshold of inflation must be reached before the mech nism comes into play at all. Thus, it is cl · ·that :,,'-ementin
arrangements vary very widely and it is som' ._ .es n~
. ;y matter
for the saver to assess the real degree of protection which the
various systems available to him do in fact provide.

V.

THE POSSIBLE SCOPE OF INDEXATION OF SAVING
Apart from specifically technical aspect.s, the implementation of an
indexation policy raises the problem of its scope. The scope ma
be defined either in respect of the asset, or in respect of bene
ficiaries, or in terms of both these factors. This amounts to
asking two questions :
(i)

which assets should be indexed ?

Cii) who should qualify for indexation?
1. The answer to the firs~ questjon generally takes into considerat on
the duration of the investment and the varying freedom of the sa er
to mobilize his investments at little or no cost.
For short-term assets, the depreciation in real value is small,
except i~ times of hyper-inflation : the holder of liquidity can
use it, or change the way it is invested, at any time.
This is the case for sight deposits in banks, and savings deposi s
when they are placed at short term and can be withdrawn without
special restrictions. Thus, with regard to this kind of asset, he
general rule is that only funds of a given amount immobilized fo
a minimum period can be indexed. This is what was done in Finla d,

13.

where bank deposits qualified only if they totalled at least about
g 130 and were deposited for at least twelve months.
This problem of choice of maturity does not arise for bonds, which
are not as easily mobilizable as deposits, in that they may be difficult to realize, and realization may even involve a loss for the
bearer. In France, for example, financial indexation had been confined solely to this type of asset.
The situation is the same for life, endowment and retirement assurance contracts. These are long-term investment instruments. In
practice, the creditor has very little scope for liquidating his
investment or withdrawing from his contractual obligations if circumstances, whether monetary or other, lead him to have doubts as
to the value of his transaction. The cas~ for providing special
protection against persistent inflation therefore seems sound in
this case. Moreover, in practice, even in countries fundamentally
opposed to indexation, many contracts of this kind provide for
adaptation from time to time of the premium and of the capital
subscribed. These are called "dynamic" endowment and retirement
schemes, the euphemjsm conc;ea,ling one form or another of indexation.
2. The s~cond question - who should qualify ? - may seem surprising,
for on the face of it all savers should enjoy equality of treatment.
And, in fact, this has been so in most systems until recent years.
The idea that only one type of saver should qualify for indexation
is based on the point already made above that savers do not fight
inflation on an equal foating, since their ability to overcome it
is a function of their wealth.

~-------

------------

It is ~herefore argued that in terms of social policy only the
savers should qualify for indexation. The definition of small
can be established in terms of their income or their wealth, or
other criterion, as for example in the United Kingdom, where onl
tired persons qualify for one of the indexed savings schemes.

re-

In practical terms, this policy means that indexed assets should be
inaccessible if persons other than those specifically designated by
the regulations are not to be able to acquire them.

VI.

THE CASE FOR AND AGAINST INDEXING SAVINGS
THE MAIN ISSUES
The main issues in the argument about the indexation of saving a e
three in number
(a)

the impact of indexation on the economy and more particular y
the relationship between indexation and inflation;

(b)

at a more technical level, the impact of indexation on fina cial
channels;

(c)

indexation as an instrument of a policy of social justice.

1. Indexation and its impact on the development of the economy
Indexation and inflation
(1) One of the main points in the controversy is, the relationship
between indexation and inflation. Does indexation speed up r
slow down inflation ?
,Those in favour of indexation, with Milton Friedman in their va
emphasize the progressive adjustment which this technique permi
when there is inflation. They say that indexation, of all cont

15.

including financial operations, would reduce the economic and social costs,
such as bankruptcies and unemployment, when a stabilization policy is first
introduced.
This economic and social cost is in a certain sense the price to be paid
to eliminate the distortions which have gradually built up in the price
structure during a period of non-anticipated iriflati~n.
If, on the other hand, indexation clauses were written into contracts on a
permanent basis, people would behave as if the value of money was stable,
thus eliminating the inflation factor in their transactions. ALL in all,
indexation would thus curb the expansion of the inflationary process.
Two examples are often put forward to support this argument : the diverted
flow of investment and the volume of public expenditure.
The flow of investment is diverted by inflation, and unless inflation is
corrected, savers have an incentive to take refuge in investments which
are economically not productive and investors also find that they can make
a profit on investments which are in fact economically not profitable. By
restoring the right real-value relationships, indexation would enable savings
to be properly deployed and would induce the investor to study profitability
criteria more carefully, so that the waste of investment would be eliminated
by the need to finance such investment at real cost.
I

Those in favour of indexation ~argue that this factor is also important in
respect of public expenditure: inflation is a sort of "invisible tax"
charged without parliamentary approval and without special costs mere~y
because
tax scales are graduated, unless adjustments are made.
At the same time, central government, and the authorities in general, Like
all debtors in times of inflation, diminish the real value of their debts,
the cost being borne by creditors. The result here is waste of public
fYrds and it is also obvious that this situation is Likely to seriously
reduce governments' incentives to curtail inflation. Here again, by restoring real-value relationships, indexation would encourage a better all~
cation of public expenditure.

16.

Lastly, it is often argued that indexation would lead to an overall
increase in saving which would, of itself, tend to neutralize bouts
of inflation. Some experts believe, in fact, that introducing indexation, particularly if on a general scale, would have exactly th
opposite effect. This is because households would then have no worries
at all about preserving the real value of their assets and the inco es
accruing from them.
Cii) The opponents of indexation concede that the first stages of inflation,
when not anticipated and incorporated into the calculations mad~ b
transactors, lead to distortions in the allocation of resources.
hey
don't however believe, that it is proved that the introduction of indexation entailing some degree of acceptance of the phenomenon of inflation itself, can constitute an effective corrective mechanism.
In the first place, they point out that index-linking is tantamount
to accepting the permanence of inflation and simply a method of t
ing its most harmful effects. Being resigned to indexation amount
short, to abandoning any attempts to pursue an effectiye anti-infl
ary policy. Since psychological factors have an undeniable role w th
regard to money, the pu~lic's confidence may be weakened for good. Even
the announcement of indexation measures can sometimes aggravate in lation,
although thereis no way of checking or measuring this effect.
In the second place, accepting the principle of indexation of savi
would mean accepting its application in all
sectors of the eco
and in particular to wages and social secu~ity contributions, rent
and farm leases, and in general to all incomes. There is no argum
economically and socially acceptable at the present time that can
tify confining indexation to financial operations. In other words
virtually all transactions would be indexed. Now, in such a syste
any inflationary pressure which could emerge in one or other secto
would tend to spread and perpetuate itself
indexation cuts out
the action of deflationary factors, which, in a non-indexed econom

omy

us,

c
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system can counter and offset to some extent in certain sectors inflationary pressure emerging in others. Eventually, the price mechanism loses
all its flexibility, price structures tending to become more and more rigid.·
This is an argument of some substance .wbich was one of those accepted by
the Finnish Government when it decided to drop the indexation clauses.
Moreover, even if this risk could be accepted, other difficulties would
arise, especially in financial ~arkets.

2. The indexation of saving and its impact on financial markets
The repercussions of indexation of saving on financial markets are mainly
a function of the behaviour of financial agencies when confronted with the
solutions proposed to them:
With regard to the saver, the reply seems to be that he has every interest
in obtaining indexation of his assets. Even here the situation is not
completely simple. For thr: bond holder, the advantage is not obvious :
the nominal interest on the indexed capital is generally.low; p·ractice
shows that it seldoms ex~eeds 3 - 4 ~. On the other hand, non-indexed
securities are issued at appreciably hig~er rates·allowing, to varying
degrees of accuracy, for ihflatioh~ry expectations. It is likely that
·certain savers, who may in any case be put off by the complexity of in-.
dexation cla~ses, will be more impressed by the nominal rate than the real
rate and will therefore prefer to subscribe to non-indexed securities.
Nor, indeed, is their calculation necessarily wrong : they will make
a capit•l gain if inflation ·slows down and if the cost of borrowing
comes down below the terms obtaining when the securities were bought,
provided, of course, that there is no early redemption clause.

1 •

For the owner of time and savings deposits, the situation is
different •. The savings are liquid or easily mobilizable. They a e
remuner,ated at rates lower than capital market rates and also gen rally lower than the r~te of depreciation of money. The interest ra es
paid on these deposits are fairly often subject-to a ce{ling and,
generally, may be changed unilaterally by the establishments taki
the deposits. The only exceptions are for large ~eposits investe
for fixed periods - these belong to a few companies and wealthy
individuals.

,,
The con.clusion is that for the great majority of savings deposito s,
i.e. in fact the type of customer which is most numerous ~nd leas
wealthy, indexation would definitely represent an improvement on
present conditions.
The debtor's position generally consists in avoiding indexafion. The
medium- and long-term borro~er may choose to get into debt at hig
nominal rates if he is speculating on an increase in inflationary
pressure. In the opposite case, it would be in his interest to i dex his debts. Everything will depend on the use to which he int
to put the funds he is borrowing. If they are for the purpose of
financing the acquisition of real assets, it' is reasonable to tak
the view that the revaluing of.the debts as a result of indexatio
is the counterpart of the revaluation of the real property which as
been bought with the funds borrowed. Experience shows in fact th
the medium- and long-term borrower will always endeavour to borro
at fixed'rates, protecting himself against any decline in rates
through-the ins~rtion of early redemption clauses in the contract
In general, his position of strength on the market, vis-~-vis the
creditor, enables him to achieve this objective. In time of great
monetary instability debtors usually borrow "short" expecting to
~eplace their debt with long-term borrowing later.

.

Borrowers accept/indexation clauses only when they are legally ob igea
to do so or when the market forces them to do so. But in the lat er
case they will often attempt to curtail the mechanism of indexati n
through a "range of devices, many ?f them very complex,

/
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The reluctance of borrowers of liquid or semi-liquid savings to get
involved in financial indexation is everi greater than that of mediumand long-term borrowers. This is not surprising in view of the consequences of indexation, especially the changes it may lead to in the
behaviour of savers vis-a-vis the financial markets and the credit
institutions. It will suffice to analyse here the impact of ind~xa
tion on the capital market, on the operations of financial institutiops,
and on the movement.of funds abroad.
The appearance of indexed bonds on the fixed income securities market
normally tends to cr·eate two compartments, that for· indexed securities
and that for traditicrlat securities. Theo~etically, the former should
take the place of the latter, the market in conventional paper gradually
freezing up. In fact, the actual movement is determined by the varying
degr'<:e of f:essimism in in~lat·ionary .expectations. For example, recently, in ArJentina, tack of confidence in money in a climate of strong
inH<.~i;hm ~:.r.11sed demand on indexed securities.
On the other hand, a
in money which savers believe to be pureiy ephem~ral may
dissuade them from abandoning non-indexed securities, which remain
attractive because they have high nominal rat~s.
depr~tidtion

Anotner fa;tor is the supply of indexed securities to the market. If
th.:ir' volume is limited, demand will bring the prices up to levels at
<d;i.h their· yields are low, thus tending to reduce w~atever advantage
th~y ,1.:.~· ! ,we over traditional securities.
If there is a sufficient
flow 0f indexed s~curities, they will tend to become the rule, and
they will gradually oust non-indexed issues. This happened in Finland~
and it is the rule in Brazil. Equilibrium situations between the two
compartments do also occu~, as happened in France in the 1950's.

I
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Nevertheless, generally speaking, the existence of securities the
issue and yield terms of which are necessarily different has, among
other disadvantages, the disadvantage of making the market that much
more difficult for savers to understand. The inability to establish
accurate inflationary expectations and the diversity of indexation
clauses agg~avates this problem. Savers are thus no longer able to
compare the advantages of the issues offered to them and may eventual
ly decide to avoid this type of investment altogether.
For banks and financial institutions, a considerable proportion of
whose resources are made up of time and savings deposits, the imPlications of the introduction of indexation are a DU'Y.l :Jeal more
complex. At first sight, it could be argued that the indexation
of new liabilities should lead to a parallel indexation of new lending.
But this situation, which, here too, would lead to the creation of
two different financial markets, would be difficult to maintain
a large part of indexed deposits would be the result of ihe mere
conversion of existing assets into indexed deposits and not of
new liquidity or new savings. This phenomenon would be particularly strong within the European·community, where the volume of accumulated saving is very large. In short, indexation would spread ·
retroa~tively

to all bank and financial institutions' liabilities.
The problem would then arise of the review of loans outstanding.
Now, very often, the banks are free neither to terminate nor to
change the terms of their loans, which constitute the bulk of
their assets.
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even if they had this right, they could not use it without creating
cash difficulties for their borrower customers which would in some
cases be insoluble. Financial intermediaries would therefore in
the last analysis have to bear the costs of the retroactive indexation. They could do so only with government _aid - hence an additional cost for society ~ or through ~aising the terms for new
loans more than in proportion with the cost of the new savings
indexed, resulting in a very sharp increase in interest rates
with all its implications for the economy. It is often argued
that this would not happen since only part of existing savings
would qualify for indexation, the scope of indexation being often
restricted by conditions with regard to the amount or the duration
of the deposits. Tile result would be that the average cost of funds
~orrcwed by the banks and financial institutions would fall short of
that of th~ liabilities indexed. This reasoning would be sound if
the various banking and financial institutions had the same pattern
of

!.·:,. ~;;_'ides.

th3t

t'J

:ndcx.>t"ion

aneth·~~·,

is no secret that this is not the case and
wculd involve uneven costs from.one establishment
But it

•..vhicr;, by the same token, would distort competition.

fear of disturbances·.which i:ndexation of savings
~ould ~ngendar in financial markets goes·far to explain the limits
whi~h jr2 gn"~r~lly set to the indexation mechanism.
As we have
,,
se~n, t:·~;e ti~its can be implemented by partial indexation, by
J~ferring ~he effect of indexation or by restricting the choice
At ?.li. e-,~nt~,. the

of

nJ~x~ble

T 1;;:·

fii"oit

assets •
.

n+~en

:.'.::thods are extensively used in indexation schemes,
in the transitional phase preceding either fuller indexation
:~;o

or t:1e t.erminat·ion of indexation.

They are partial compensation

2 •

decided'on by the authorities or granted by the borrower. For this
reason the saver regards them as being quite arbitrary; in the extre-

me case, he may well be .concerned only with the loss w.hich he will
eventually have to suffer.
Confining indexation to certain classes of financial assei is also a
common practice. In this case indexation is applied either, to
government stock only, or to all securities except deposits, or to
certain- classes of ~eposit defined in terms of amount or duration.
This technique can be effective, in that it tends to guide liquid
·saving towards long-term employment, thus helping to reduce inflation
ry pres'sure. lt can a.lso have disadvantages, for example the public
sector could monopolize an excessive share of savings resources by
reserving to itself the right to index its·liabilities. _In the last
analysis, confining indexation's field of application inevitably
results in difficult decisions.
Another question is that of assessing' whether the decision taken in
'
isolation by-a country to authorize savings indexation influences thi
country's ca~ital movements _across frontiers. Past and present experience suggests that this is not the case. The reas6n is that a
country embarking upon- a process of indexation is generally suffering from a high i~flation rat~ reflected in the deterioration of its
exchange_rate, which may exceed, by far, any benefit a fore1gn investor.could hope to reap from the indexation of his assets.
Non~ th~

less, in'theory~ the problem
could arise between
several
.
I
countries whose currencies were depreciating at comparable rates
whilst only SQme of them were introducing indexation schemes. Ptovid d
.

that these measures were not confined to residents only, the indexing
countries could well attract large inflows of foreign capital, moveme ts
that might well be unwelcome to the other countries.

lf
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3. The indexation of saving as an aspect of social justice
The above arguments are concerned with general equilibria in the
economy, but there are other ar:guments connected with the social
aspects of indexation. Indexation, it is argued, could bring to
an end the transfer of wealth from creditors to debtors which is
the stealthy but inexorable result of inflation. In overall terms,
this assertion cannot be challenged, but in respect of individual
situations, it ove~looks the fact that the transfers may in fact
occur within the same portfolio of a single owner. A given saver
may suffer losses on bonds and other claims, because of inflation,
but these may be partly offse~ by the lightening in the debt
burden contracted to purchase real estate.
On the other hand, the small saver who cannot go ·into debt cannot
achieve this favourable situation. This consideration, given the
thinking of our present time, helps to militate against generaliied
indexation. It has led certain governments to adopt the policy of.
limited indexation reserved to the lowest income groups. This
choice can be defended in terms
of social policy,
but it does
.
'
raise difficulties ; ~ow is th~ small saver to be defined ?
To avoid all the disadvantages of applying indexation over too wide
a field~ governments adopting indexation schemes have usually been
forced to set a very low ceiling on savings qualifying for indexa-·
tion. The final re~ult is that an undul~ smal~ fraction of saving·
is protected. British and Irish (see below) ~xperience seems fairly significant in this respect.
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A major point is that confining indexation to a certain class
of savers, however, deserving, is a measure of discrimination.
It introduces the idea of special treatment opening the door
to further exceptions to the general rule, and this may have
serious consequences not only domestically but also in financial relations abroad. We shall revert later ·to this point.

VII. Indexing saving
the general considerations above has involved a
Describing
number of references to actual experi~ents in this field. These
hav~ been numerous and varied in their application. A study
published at the end of 1974( 1 ) gives nine examples of the indexation of financial assets between 1742 and 1974 alone.
The present paper will attempt no more than a short description
of the most representative and recent exampl~s of indexation of
financial assets, whether generalized- as in the case of Brazil
and Finland - or confined to certain types of assets, as in
France in the 1950's, or limited, with a ~ocial policy objective, to a certain category of beneficiaries, as has of late been
the case in the United Kingdom and in Ireland, and in a rather ·
spec·ial form in Luxembourg.

(1)

"An international survey of indexing and its effets" by Mrs.
s.A.B. Page and Sandra Trollope in the National Institute
Economic Review, November 1974.
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1.

INDEXATION OF SAVING IN: BRAZIL
<a> Background
For more than 30 years, Brazil has suffered from high inflation rates,·
and sin~e 1974 the loss of purchasing power of the cruzeir~ has never
been less than 7 X per year. l'n the early '60s, the inflation rate, ·
in terms of wholesale prices, the commonest index referred to in Brazil,
forged ahead, rising from an average of 20 X in the 1950's to 30 X in
.1961, 56 X in 1972,' 73 X_ in 1963 and 91 X in 1964 <Table IV).
This led to serious distortions in the monetary and financial system.
Capital seeped out of the domestic market, which ceased to function,
and was drained abroad. · At the same time, creditor.s aw3it.ing maturities
watched the real value of their assets melt in front of their eyes,
and the losses were all the greater in that debtors deferred settlement of their debts - especially taxes - as long as they could.
The _introduction in 1957 of a tax on excess profits at a time when ·
inflation was running at the still fairly modest rate of about 25 X
led most cpmpanies to revalue their assets for both fiscal and accounting purposes~ The rev~luatio~ ~rovided for in a law of 1951 designed
to eliminate·certain inconsistencies in the tax system had the effect
of famil j arizing Brazilians with indexation and, inflation-offsetting
techniques and concepts.
In April· 1964, the Government adopted an economic plan designed to
phase out inflation over a four- or five-year period and to reduce
the distortion
caused by inflation
during the transitional period.
.
.
. .,
It should be made clear at once that the plan was a comprehensive
stabil i zati.ori programme including not only the introduction of
indexation cla~ses bu~ also a range of measu~es designed, in particular~ to slow down the upward movement of wages and prices, to
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control money supply creation and to reduce the budget deficit.
It should also be noted that the "monetary correction" mechanism <to
use the Brazilian expression), applies in fact to all sectors of the
economy and not only to the financial area. Indexation is the most
generally u.sed variant of this mechanism for offse~ting losses due
in flat ion.

o
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IV

BRAZIL
CHANGES IN PRICE INDEXES

Consumer prices
Change
Index
(%)
: : (Annual average)

Wholesale prices
Inrfex
: (annual average)
:

:

..

:

:

:

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------2.5

1960

3.0

1961

4. 1

37

1962

6.4

56

1963

11. 1

73

1964

21.1

~965

3.8

52

5.5

45

9.2

67

91

18.1

97

32.1

51

30

66

1966

43.8

36

42

40

1967

55.0

26

55

31

1968

68.0

24

67

22

1969

82

21

82

22

1970

22

100

22

1971

100
120.

20

120

20

1972

143

19

140

17

1973

166

16

158

13

1974

215

30

201

27

1975

274

27

260

29

....

...
•.

;.

SOURCE

IMF, "International Finandal Statistics"

-·

\
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Cb> Monetary correction

scope and methods

Table IV shows the main classes of income and assets subject to
"monetary correction" and the methods used. It shows clearly
that virtually all claims in Bra·zil are subject to "monetary
correction" in one form or another, in relation wi'th their
maturity.
The "monetary correction" can take one of three forms
(i)

indexation properly so called, the reference being generally
the wholesale price index,

(ii)

special adjustment taking account of an expected rate of
inflation,

(iii)

adjustment by Government decision taken on the basis of econ mic
forecasts.

Indexation proper is applied to the main forms of saving such as
Treasury Bills (ORTN>, bank time deposits and ~avings deposits.
f

On the other hand, rents are normally linked to the minimum wage, w ·; ch
in its tl.H'n is fixed by the Government in terms of its forecasts an
its economic policy objectives, and of the inflation rate.

TABLE IV
SCOPI= OF INDEXATION IN '
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~·----------------------~------

NATURE OF ASSETS

METHOD u MONETARY CORRECTION

REMARKS

A. Monetary and financial
assets
Indexation against wholesale
price index
Quarterly adjustment

1. The funds must be deposited

:Time deposits and deposit
;certificates
I

Same meth . . ~as for bill.s of exchange anj bank acceptances Ccf.
following ·'tem)

Funds mu;t be deposited for at
least 12 months for deposit
certificates, and at Least 6
months for time deposits.

1

Bills of exchange/bank
acceptances.

Special d·~:ount rate taking
account cf forecasted inflation
rate, subject to a ceiling fixed
by thP Centr~! B~nk.

Short-term Treasury Bills
(maximum maturity of one
year>.

Spec i a!.
par.

Ordinary savings deposits

ORTN ~Treasury Bi! l&
indexed at maturity of 2
to 5 years

Private

compan~

lnans

;,,~j

t:"t mEnt by issue be low

IndeJ.: ::;rt ·~ cr·

Indexerl a2~inst wholesale prices
or, if thr Eill-bearer wishes,
arpiiiSt ·' ; :;', CV•llar- ex.change
rate. i": . !' ,t Llr adjustment for
tl,;o ye~·· i;:! is &nd quarterly ad..;
justn!l'~·.t ;,·,
f·ive year Bills.

for at Least six months
2. The real rate of interest
is 6 %

This premium is deemed to represent the depreciation resulting from ai'1ticipated inflatior
plus a real r~te of interest.
In fact indexation against the
US dollar has seldom been used
since indexation against wholesale price~ has usually offered
a better yieLd.

Spc·ci,,l.•': '.iw•,i.r:,;:nt for maturities

up to on2 year. For operations
with maturities greater than one
year the same method as for 2 year
to 5 year Bi~ls.

I
i

ll·>::i.u·<•e

bo!<da

Same 1nethod as for 2 to 5 year
Treasury Bills (except if the
dollar extha~gP rate option is

Yearly yield: 6%

choz.e,·,).

Indexed on the minimum wage with
excepticns of a social character.

B. Other incomes (p.m.)
Minimum wage

Rents

Against the wholesale price
index

Interest on tax arrears starts
to accrue after a 6-month period of grace, with a ceiling
of 30 % on the principal.

Government decision in the light
of economic forecasts.
Annual adjustment.

The fixing of the minimum wage
is· important, since it is a
benchmark for the adjustments
of rents and mortgage loa~s for
private housing

Indexed against the minimum wage

. . __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ , _ _ _ _ _. . __ _ _ _ _ .., _ _ ..... _ _ _ _ _ _ _._ _ _ _-&.._ _

SOURCE

~.

·------------

Inflation control and economic growth (Brazilian Embassy, London); June 1974.
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-TABLE
LIA~ILITIES 0~

MAIN

VI

THE TREASURY AND OF

THE BANKING AND FINANCIAL ESTABLISHMENTS
(end of period)

Nature of
liabilities

__. ...

-----·------~~

I

Cruzeiros 'COO mill. ion

L

" . 1973

t---·----,~--··-"·-~-----·-1+-

1973
.,.

'-·

1974

J __1975
::
. ..___

-~----- . ....

__

I
!

16..'·

sight deposits

Ti'. t,

Bank acc.eptancies
Tre::lsury Bills
Total

36.6
:7.4

zo . (,

I

I

10 .

1 .,

L!(,,

1
':

3

i4.8.

I

l

31.0

i

1l,f\.3

I

60.8

I
I

'

l

37 .I,

,,, 7. 8
-..-.-----

-1[;(
.. ••......~-..

Savings deposits
Time deposits

14.1

28.9

55.2

25.8

33.5

54.6

Treasury Bi ll s
Mortgage bonds

20.9
6.-5

33.0

60.1

8:3

67.3
215.2

-~~~

~

I

!

l

~7-z··-,

?77. 5

II
I;
II
II

II
!I
1\

II
II

II

"
II
II
II
II
il

_,..,..._""'"'""··---

-~:_____ j

-- _.,.,.-~-~. --~ )

Ii

II

I

Notes and coins

)~.
II
II

!

NON INDEXED

~·-~-·-

% of total

II

7.6

7.?

36.0

36.()

17.0

16.0

8.1

5. 1

613.7
...,.,_..

61; •.. ?
_,...

_

...

I

~~
I

6.8

32.5
13.3

I

8.2
60.8

---

.,_.,.

If'..iDEXE D

I

.I

I

Total
ISP.AND TOTAL

-----

9.9

12.1

12.0

11.6

12.0

9.7

11.4

13.2

8.9

3.0

2.9

2.0

-103.7

-178.8

l.l-3

35.8

39.2
--

290.0

456.4

100

-----

6.6.
~

---

=====

100

100

-===

----

li

SOURCE

Annual Report of the Central Bank of Brazil, 1975, Volume 13,
March 1976.

0

3

I
I

l
I
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The special method of adjustment
Thus the discount rate for bills
the real rate of interest and of
ing power of the cruzeiro. This

consists in raising interest rates.
of exchange takes account both of
the expected decline in the purchasis thus an "a priori" system of

monetary correction.
.

~

The third method of monetary oHsetting, i.e. the adjustment by
Government decisbns based on economic needs, is applied more to incomes and to exchange rates than to savings instruments. The economic needs derive from.the government's g~neral strategy: steady
growth, competitive export prices, and also from the expected rate
of inflation and its real rates in the recent period.
As Table V shows, incomes qualifying for this treatment are mainly
the minimum wage and certain other categor~es of pay : since the
level of this category of income is fixed only once a year, the real
value of earnings has declined considerably by the end of the year.
In 1974, however, annual inflation having reached 30 %, a supplementary correction was made in the course of the year. Ren~s are·directly linked to the minimum wage, except where otherwise agreed between
the owner and the tenant, and ·interest paid for ,mortgage loans financing the purchase of private dwelljngs is also linked to the minimum
wage.
In addition, the taxation system also distinguishes between the two
components of the nominal interest rate : the component corresponding
to the depreciation of money is not taxed; the only part taxed is the'
component representing real interest.

Notes
It is not easy to make any exact assessment of the consequences of
the introduction of indexation into the Brazilian economy.
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Initially, the rate of inflation, while remaining high, declined
appreciably. But as indexation was only one of the aspects of a
very vigorous stabilization programme, which included, an initial
reduction in real wages, it is difficult to assess how far indexation accounted for the reduction in inflationary pressure.
The rate of inflation was 16 % in 1973; but in 1974 and 1975, years
in which world inflation was high, the cruzeiro lost 30 % and 27 %
respectively of its purchasing power, and in 1976 the depreciation
of money was about 45 %. On the other hand, indexation was accompanied by brisk progress in time deposits and savings deposits
(Table VII), thus helping to slow down the endemic outflow of capital and to curb consumption demand. In this last respect, there ha
been a definite anti-inflationary impact.
All in all, it is doubtful whether the indexation mod~l in Brazil
could be easily transposed elsewhere. There are two reasons for
this :·one of them is technical, in that there were virtually no
financial assets when indexation was introduced, so that the delic
problem of the switch from non-indexed assets to indexed assets di
not arise; and the other much more general pr9blem is that_ indexation, together with th~ recovery measures accompanying it, were,
introduced in a political, social and economic context which is en
tirely different from that obtaining in the European countries.

Table.
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VII

BRAZIL

'.~_.....,.,

_ INCREASE IN SAVINGS DEPOSITS

~D

.JIME DEPOSl1'S

·"";'~·

(CR S million)
Savings deposits/Amounts at end of period
Federal
-·

I

danks

'

.. 1)
.
..
•••
r)1)
.
.
.
••• I~l
... B .599
.. 1)
1.189

1966
19G7
1:;iG3
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1;;75

.,

9
50
80
··160
306
823
2.710
6.038
12.234

1. 232
2.253
3.363
6.255
11.285

4-137
7.102
14.863
28.4"73
-

TOTAL

...... (1)
(1)

of
Brazil
~ank

Go

134
21'7
500
947
1.769
3.242

I

Commercia~, ... Feder.a~

~l Econo~.1c
Bank. ... ··

Banks ·

·•

29
66

n

H8
124
406
535'
845

2.637
4. 703

270
502
,
894
839
1.432
3.253
6.031
6.934
7. 769
11.143

3-734
7.713
14.122.
28.925
55-234

"

~nvestment

Banks

'

..

...

lo
43
51
41
74
76
76
10
54
34

.

...... (1)
(1)
2.002

19

Time deposits/Amounts.at end
oj period
- ...
··.

19'7)

r

.

•••

"'2. o:~9

1966
1967
1963
1969
1970
1971
1972
1n319"74

_savings
and Loan
. Associations

Mort gag~
.Credit
·co!"pora-t.ians

Sav:ings--~

Ec~-

~ank

I

States'

.

Total
Regional
-Development
Banks

. 311

2
85
409
1.099
2.808
5.755
10.352
17.950
22.809
30.235

eercen t ages
Total time

I
\

6)6

1.431
2-073
4 433
9-490
17.017
'25.811
33-471
54 5G7

23
12
202
402

I ncrease

,.

· Total savings
nAnn.<::; +.c::

1966
1967
19ta·
19t9
1970
1971
1)72
1973
1974
1975

'

,

'j'IJ

·

'

81,7
103,8
' 83,1

I

1104,8 .
91,0

/O

,,.......+~·

696 .
1.431
2.073
4 43$3
9-490
17.017
25.811

33-471
54-567

,,

Grand

i

311

..... • ?>1)

;?.082
3.784
7.713
14.122
28.)25
55-234

cl
i~

nAnntd+c::"

...... (1(1~ .

c ___ ·- -~·--'-·~-'-·Source

.1

~

--

Bulletin of-the-central Bank of BraziL

123,8
10
.. 6
. :>'
44,9
114,1
113,8
79,3
i 51,7
29,1
63,0

•••

~l)

...

(~)

...

l)

.• (1)
6.520
13.274
24-730
39-933
62.396 ..
109.801

103,6
3(,3
61,5
.56,3
76.0
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2.

INDEXATION OF .FINANCIAL ASSETS IN FINLAND
(a) Background
The introduction of indexation in Finland is both a special case,
and also an example of a measure originally devised to assist a
limited class of individuals but which then gradually gained
general use throughout the economy.
Just after the end of the second world war in a climate of sharp
inflation (the con~umer price index increased by 60% in 1946 and
by more than 30% on average in the two following years), the
Finnish Government decided to index war-damage claims on the
Treasury. Subsequently, inde~ation gradually extended to all
incom~s and financial assets.

(b)

Spread of indexation

( i)

1945

indexation of Government bonqs (nominal value FM
18 400 million> issued for displaced persons.
Reference index : wholesale prices.

(ii)

1946

indexation of 50 % of pensions against wholesale
prices.

(iii)

1948

life assurance companies begin indexing their
policies and liabilities. The index used is usuall
the cost-of-living index, half of the increases in
the index being counted.

( iv>

1952

indexation of wages against the cost-of-living ind x.
Bond issues indexed on price indexes. Indexation f
rents, farm leases and bank loans.
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<v>

1955

Introduction of indexation for bank deposits : ·
the conditions were as follows

• Minimum amount

FM 300, or about g

130~

Minimum duration

12 months

Interest rate

1"% to 1.5 % below that on brdinary deposits,

• Indexation against the cost-of-living index •.

In 1955 and in 1956 this .type of deposit developed only slowly.
<vi> 1957-1963 : expansion and diversification of indexation in bank
depo'sits. In 1957 · banks acc~pted two categories of account, on
the same terms a~ regards .amount and duration but one being indexed
I
at 100% (A accounts) and the others at SO% (8 accounts). The latter
wer• remunerated at a rate on~ point below that paid'on ordinary
accounts.
8 accounts were originally created for tax reasons; unlike
they were tax-free.

A accounts,

from 1964, onwards, the tax status of A accounts was aligned on that
of 8 accounts and in 1966 the 8 accou~ts were discontinued.
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<c>End of indexation
In 1967 the Finnish Government devalued tHe mark by 25 % and
endeavoured to limit the "me-chanical" effect which the increase in
..
the cost of imported items was bound to have, through indexation,·
on the level of domestic prices. A,stabilization agreement was
then n~goti~ted beween the social partners, and this led to the
virtually complete elimination of indexation clauses in 1968. The
abandonment of this technique in the financial sector was the pricethat had to be paid to s~op indexation of wages and other incomes.
This was the position adopted by the Finnish unions. /On their side,
borrowers, and particularly companies, had been fi'nding the weight
of indexation too heavy prticularly in the later stages.
\

(d) Results and final observations

Indexation was welcomed by savers.· The percentage of indexed compared to non-indexed securities in circulation was tiny in the early
years, but steadily grew until in 1967 index~d securities accounted
for 74 % of all securities i~ circulation.
Indexed deposits developed only slo~ly in 1955 and 1956. In 1957,
with the acceleration of inflation, they increased until they
accounted for a quarter of all deposits. When inflation lost
momentum in 1959 - 1963, their scale contracted, but rose again
in 1964, a year in which inflation exceeded 10 % and in which
this was a favourable factor - tax exemption of interest was
extended to all indexed d~posits. Before the 25% devaluation
of 1967, indexed deposits accounted for a little more than a
third of all deposits (see Table VIII). Thus, ultimately, only
a fraction of deposits were indexed.
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For savers, indexation subsequently combined with tax exemption,
meant, during periods of high inflation, a yield on indexed de-,~1~~~
posits consistently better than that on ordinary deposits. On tti"€~'
other hand, when inflation was low, as it was in several years
within the period during which indexation was applied <see Table
VIII>, the saver would have been better advised to deposit his
savings in non-indexed accounts.
1

A study carried out in Finland itself ( ) shows that the inflation
threshold had to reach 4 r. before indexed deposited deposits had an
advantage over ordinary deposits.
The same study also shows the high correlation between the inflation
rate trend and that in the volume of indexed deposits. On the other
hand, it suggests that the choice of the cost-of-living index was
perhaps not the best one for the saver, the price of certain financial assets having varied much more than this index.
In contrast with the situation in Brazil, there is no way pf showing
convincingly whether indexation stimulated saving oT not •

•• 1 ••

<1> The study entitled "Aspects of the Finnish deposit Indexing
experience", by Kari Puumanen, member of t~e Bank of Finland economic
research institute, publi~hed in the monthly bulletin of the Bank of
Finland, n° 1, 1967. This study has been published in full in
"~ndexation of Financial Assets", new contributions relating to the
problems and to experience gained (OECD, Paris 1975, pp; :20 to 26).

-------

-----------~------~----
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TABLE

I

VIII

F I NL AN D

Percentage
increase
in cost of
living

I

Indexed deposits
as ~ercentage of
total bank
deposits

-

-

1945
1946
1947
1948
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974

Indexed securit es
as percentage pf
total securiti es
in circulatior

59.2
29.29
34.6
1. 4
14.0
17.3
'1. 0

2.0

-

I

-

2.9
11. 0
11.7
6.5
1.5
3.0
2.2
l+.

I

'1975

1976

3

4.b
10.4
4.7
3.9
5.4
8.7
2.4
2. 8
6.3
7.2
11. 8
17.3
17.7
1lt.4*

0.1
7.0
24.3
21.6
6.2
2.8
0.6
1. 0
3.9
15.8'
18.2
21. 2
34.6

30.77
37 .. 63
43.33
41.4 7
49.88
53.74
62.13
52.33
50.98
56.08
66.10
74.29

'

* estimate·
'

,

SOURCES

.

Institute for Economic Research Bank of Finland
Series D : 2 Mimeographed Studies - January 1969
Statistical Yearbook Finland

-

--
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The charges arising from indexation were passed on to borrowers by the
banking and financial intermediaries, but in a non-proportional manner,
since they depended not only on the increase in the index used, but
also on the proportion of total commitments accounted for by indexed
deposits. Nevertheless,·these charges increased appreciably between
October 1967 and April 1968, i.e. between devaluation and the Stabilization Agreement of April 1968 which put an end to indexation. This
fact helped to bring about the abolition of the system.
Despite the high rates of inflation in 1974. and 1975 <see Table VIII),
no attempt has been made to reintroduce indexation in Finland.

3. INDEXATION OF BONDS IN FRANCE
French experience of the indexing of savings has been limited, both as
regards time and assets ind~~ed : indexation lasted for only six years
(between 1952 and 1958) and concerned only fixed-interest" securities.

(a) Origins of indexation
Inflation was occasionally fairly high in France in the years following
the second world war; The first experiment in financial indexation was
conducted in 1952, when the Government h~aded by Mr Pinay introduced a
st~bilization program~e, one of the aims of which ~as to prevent the
hoarding of gold and to encourage the repat~iation of illegally exported capital.
A Government loan was issued which was totally exempt from income tax
and estate duty~ The principal was index-linked to the price quoted on
the Paris stock exchange of a French 20 franc gold coin. This loan was
.very successful and a second "tran~he" was issued as part of the 1958
stabilization programme.

o.

Between 1952 and 1958, there was a variety of indexed bond issues.

(b) Indexation details

!

The two tranches of the Pinay Loan were based on the price of gold
coin; a further Government loan was issued in 1956, the principal
of w~ich was index-·Linked to share and bond prices. The following
formulae were also used :

- pl'ico:: per- kiloniGt•::r (yf s~curd·t;lass

rail travel for the

5

1/2%

SNCF ( 1 ) indexed.b:-;nds is~ued in 1956;

.. ki!.ote::1ttn~~>lW seltin,:; pr·ice for· the variable-interest loan issued
b)' E tee~· i c itr~ dE: rra·,n; Li 1958;

- wholesale price of coal for bonds issued by Charbonnages de France
(several issues);
~ hou:}dwilding price index for the 6% loan issued in 1958 by the.

Caisse

fonci~re

de

Cr~dit

pour l'AmAlioration du Logement.

- of the electricity-producing undertakings for the 3 % loan issued
by the Caisse Nationale de l'Energie in 1952;
- of the iron and steel industry for the 6% loan issued by the
Groupement de l'Industrie SidArurgique en 1958.

- of the motor-~anufacturing industry for the 5 1[2 % loan issued b
Simca in 1956;
(1) French State Railways

I

r
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- of the distribution sector for the 5 3/4 X "Au Printemps" Loan
in 1966;
- of the metal-manufacturing industry for the 6 % Vallourec in 1958.

for the Sidelor Loan in 1954.·

industrial production index for the industrial and agricultural
equipment bonds issued in 1956 ·(indexation of interest payments>.

for the 5 1/2 % Loan issued by the so.ciete Metallurgique de Normandie
in 1959.
There were also combined indexation formulae <e.g. the 1955 Michelin
loan which was based on sales· and the price of rubber>.
Besides the great variety of reference indices, the indexed French
bonds issued during this period (or at Least a number of them) were
characterized by rules of application- thresholds, ceilings; partial
.
.
~pplication of variations in the indices chosen- which were ·sometimes'
rather complex and frequently misun~erstood by investors.
(c) Regulations and restrictions relating to indexation
The second tranche of the pinay loan in 1958 was one of the Last French
indexed bond issues of any size. The ntroduction of .a recovery programme that same year was accompanied by a retyrn
to the tradition of
,'"""-...
monetary "nominalism". Two ?rders <on 30 December 1958 and 4 February
1959 - see Annex II) prohibited but for a few exceptions of a soci.al
nature, any indexation based on the minimum wage or the general level
of prices.
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However, legislation did not outlaw indexation based on price indice~
for products, goods or services, directly related to the activiti~s of
one of the parties. This definition would have allowed the issue of
bonds of the type launched between 1952 and 1958. From 1959, in fact,
no indexed loans w~re issued in France for a number of years. However,
a Government loan was issued at the beginning of 1973 : both principal
and interest are subject to a conditional indexati~n clause linked to
the price of a gold bar and based on the gold definition of the franc
and of the European unit of account - a clause which has not yet been
invoked.
(d) Results and final comments
During the period from 1952 to 1957, indexed issues accounted for
Qetween -30% and. 55% of all bonds. The popularity of indexed securities amongst private investors enabled borrowers to offer nominal
rates of interest_which were substantially lower than those ruling
on the market in"non-indexed securities. In some cases, the difference was as much as 4 %. Despite this difference in yield, the
capital appreciation resulting from indexation sesurad for holders
of indexed bonds higher tot~l profits, on average, than if they had
invested in conventional securities or even in shares <see Table IX).
This is an overall assessment bas~d on trends in the different indices.
A comparjson between one loan and another is difficult owing to the
variety of clauses used. For example, holders of certain types of
indexed bonds - ~articularly those which were index-linked to the
activities of the debtor and which therefore .involved an element ol
commercial risk - may have fared less well than holders of traditional
bonds.
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TABLE

IX

TRENDS IN INDEXES FOR FRENCH VARIABLE-YIELD, flXED-Yt£LD
..

AND INDEXED SECURITIES

.
0

Var'i ableyield
securities

YEAR

1953
1954
1955
1956

\

1957
1958
1959

·•

F,ixed-yield
industrial
secu·r_i ties

22.9
30 •. 8
43.5

84.3

48.4

87.0
93.5

52.1
64.1

44.4

92.5

77.5

56.2
50.4
67.2

83.6

82.2
82.1
87.4

1960

81.1.

83.9
93.6
97.'3

1961

95.0

98.6

1962
1963

104.0

99.8

94.9

101 •.3
101.3

.

,

.

1964

'

-. 81.8
72.5
66.0 .

101.5
'100.5
'IQO. 0

1968

71.1

'100.0

1969·

8.8.0

1970
1971

91.2
89.1

95.6
94.0

1972

99.2

1965
1966
1967

SOURCE

75~6

-

:tndexed-yie ld
industrial
seeurities

95.7
98.2

.

90.7
96.1
101.0
110.8
110.7
112.3
108.()
11o.~r

11s.:r
123.9.
119.3
129.9
149.6

This table was taken.from a study made by Mr Thierry
CHAUVEAU entitled "La demaode d'obligations eman~nt des.
menages- (1953-1972)" ("Households' demand for bonds")
which appeared in "Revue Economiqu~' (N° 5/1975).

------------------
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On the other hand, investors in some loan issues (particularly thos
index-linked to the price of gold)fared much better ( 1)
The introduction of indexed securities did not lead to disturbances
on the capital market. By practically abolishjng jssues of securiti~s
of this type, the Fre'nch Gov.ernment in. powc.- at the time wa·s rriore c
cerned with increasing public confidence in the stabilization me•su
it had taken than with putting an end to any imbalance on the fixed
yield securities market.

+

+

+

All the indexation formulae so far described,
limited in extent, were open to all investors
on amounts invested. The same does not apply
taken in the United Kingdom an9 Ireland - and
Luxembourg - which are designed to help small

whether wide-ranging r
and made no restricti ns
~o the measures recen ly
very recently in
investors only.

+.

+

+

..(1) FF 1 000 invested in a "Pinay" loan issue in 1952 are now equiv lent

taking into.account coupons cashed but not capitalized- ~o some FF 7000
(i.e. an increase of 600 i.). Over the same period,. the cost of'liv n§
index has increased by 244 %.
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4.

INDEXATION OF SMALL SAVINGS IN THE UNITED KINGDOM
The introduction of indexed bonds and savings plans in the United Kingdom
is a direct result of the very higb rates of inflation which have affected
that countryrs economy in recent years. The national accounts show that
consumer prices rose by 16.8 r. in 1974 and by 23.1 r. in 1975. Although
the rate of increase has since slackened, it was still 15.5 r. in 1976
and ii expected to reach 14 r. this year.
I

(a) Indexation details
The measures provide for two categories· of assets, both linked to the
retail erice index :
<i> five-year indexed bonds <national savings certificates) are issued to
persons who have reached retirement age (i.e. sixty-five for men and
sixty for women) in ~ 10 blocks up to a maximum of ~ 500 per person •
These certificates are not tran~ferable. Their base point is the index
for the month preceding purchase and each cert~!icate has an official
life of five years, at t~e end 9f _which the buyer receives interest
amounting to 4 r. of the nominal value plus the nominal value increased
· in proportion to the increase in the index used. The amount repaid may
not be les~ than th~ n6minal value of the certificate. bifferent rules
apply if the buyer requests premature repayment. No increase is allowed on. cert.i fi cates retained for less than one year. Certificates cashed
after one year but before the end of the full five-year term·~re indexed
but the 4 r. interest is not payable.

.

<ii) A "Save as You Earn" <SAVE) indexed savings plan has been introduced for
pe,rsons aged sixteen or above. The plan provides for fixed monthly payments
of between ~ 4 and ~ 20 and lasts for five years. Each monthly payment
is adjusted in accordance with variations in the index and, after five
y..ears, total contributions plus the monthly revaluations, mature for
redemption.

-~~

--

--------------~---~--~-
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If the contract is extend~a'by two years <without further monthly
payments>, the sum finally repaid is equal to the contri'butions made
during the five years revalued_according to the index at the end of
the seventh year plus a bonus of two monthly contributions. Once
again, the amount repaid may not be less than the tofal amount contributed. Where a contract is terminated after one year and therefore before the full
. five-year term, the indexation clause does not
apply and the saver receives only 6 % annual interest. No interest
is payable on contributions reclaimed befor~ the end of the first
year.
In both cases, bonuses and.interest are exempt from income tax and
capital gains tax.

I
i

These two indexed savings schemes (which came into force on 2 June
'1975 and 1 July 1975 respectivel~> are administered by the Department
for National Savings. It should be noted that this formula has not
been adopted by other banking and financial institutions.

(b) Results
Table X shows the trend in the volume of indexed certificates
deposits.

~nd

·

':
After the heavy purchases in the first months, the volume of certificat s
.
in circulation has increased slowly. By .the end of November 1976, it
had reached a total of~ 390 million,~ 174 million between January and
November 1976 - an appreciable figure when compared with the total of
~ 978 million collected over the same period as National Savings. ·
.

Some 800 000 persons have invested in the certificates. It should also
be noted that a fairly substantial volume of certificates has been
presented for early redemption.
The amount of indexed deposits is much less than that obtained from the
sale of certificates. However, such deposits are ·tending~f~ increase
steadily and withdrawals are proportionally .less substantial than-in
the case of certificates. The numbe~ of contracts is about 400 000.

~.
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'Table

X

UNITED KINGDOM

Trends of indexed savings

National Savine:s Certificates

Sr.ve as you earn

Sub'scriptions (1) 1. Repayments
· ( in V mi

I Withdrawals

(1)

Deposits

<in ( mi lion>

I i nn )

15
83,0

. June
.July
August
·september
October
November
December
TOTAL

41,2
21,3
17,5
1'[, 8.
14,7

n,a
212,3

0,8
1,2
2,1
2,6

(o,?.)

(0,2)
(0,2)

I

I

I

3,3

(0,?)

.

--l.d.

o,a

13,4

.

I

J:.:j".f.
14,5
12,6
8,6
18,0
10,3
15,5
24,4
16,8
1G,O*

January
February
March
April
May

June
-July
August
September
October
November
TOTAL

,

19,1*
1 ~ ,tl*
1?.-1-, 2

(0,2)
(0,3)
(0,3)
(0,4)
(0,5.)
(4,9)
(6,5)
(3, 7)
(2,5)*
(2,2)*
i?.z1l*
23,7

I

3,8
4,0
4,2
4,3
4,8
4,6

;

0,1
'
\

5,3
4,8
4,9
5,2

(0,2)
(0,1)
(0,1)
(0,1)

..i.d

~

51,3

(o, 3)

Scm::-ce: Central ::ltatistice.1 Office, l;'in&"1Ci3.1 Statistic~,
C1> Net amounts at end of period
* Provisional

Decei.l~el'

1976

.•

I
I

~

This slow increase in deposits is clearly due to the fact

t~at

.

only

small sums may be indexed and to the monthly ceiling system,whereby
to all intents and purposes - old deposits cannot be turned into
indexed ones. It would also seem that some savers are reluctant to
tie up their funds for what t~ey judge to be too long i period.
Indexation has so far had no effect on the activities of investment
funds or on the functioning of the capital market generally.

5.

INDEXATION OF SMALL SAVINGS IN IRELAND
Experiencing inflationary pressures very similar to ~hose in the
United Kingdom, Ireland introduced a scheme for in.dex-linking small
savings on 20 October 1975 which was similar, in principle, to the
United Kingdom measures, but somewhat different in detail.

(a) Indexation details
There are two types of indexed saving
(i) three-year indexed savings bonds issued in ~ 10 blocks up to a
m~ximum of ~ 500 per person.
Purchase is limited to persons who
are at least sixty-five years old. The bonds are not transferab e
and are repayable
- after one year, at the nominal value increased in line with
the reference index;
- after 3 years, on the same terms plus a bonus of 5 % calculate
on the purchase price.
The investor may opt to forgo indexation in favour of a fixed-ra
interest payment of 8 %.
(ii)A one-year indexed savings plan which provides for twelve monthl
payments of between ~ 1 and ~ 40. This plan is open to any pers n
aged sixteen or above.
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Two years after the last contribution, repayment may be made on the
basis of the nominal value plus a percentage'equal to the variations
in the refererice index between the date of the last contribution and
the date of repayment.
If the deposit is left for five years following the date of the last
payment, it is revalued as described above ~nd the saver receives,
in addition, a bonus of 5 X of the nominal value of the payments .made.
Persons saving under this scheme may als.o decide to forgo indexation
and opt for a bonus, bas~d on the nominal value of the sums deposited,
of between 30 X and 70 %.
The index used in both plans is the consumer price index. Bonuses and
interest are exempt from income tax and capital gains tax.
'

(b) Results

.

By the end of 1976, indfJxed savings bonds in circulation amounted to
only~ 1.4 million (purchased by some 3 700 p~rsons>.
By the same date, indexed deposits totalled only t 6.4 million <1>.
It would· seem that this experiment has so far met with only moderate
success and that it has not led to any appreciable increase in savings
in Ireland despite terms which are attractive when compared with thesystem in force in the United Kingdom.

6.

PARTIAL INDEXATION OF SMALL DEPOSITS IN LUXEMBOURG
The indexation of small deposits in Luxembourg, which was introduced .
·as recently as the beginning of January 1977, is substantially diffe,rent from the systems ado~ted in the United Kingdom and Irelan'd.

'

(1) According to the Department of Posts and Telegraphs.

so~

a> Indexation

det~ils

The savings plans in question are open-to any person aged at least twelve or eighteen according to the savings institution in question.
The saver undertakes to pay in each month for five years a sum rangin
from a minimum of Lfrs 1 000 to a maximum of Lfrs 6 ooo< 1>. The i~
terest _rate paid on sums deposited is variable. It is equal to the
·average. rate of inflation
recorded at the end of the year plus a
.
further 1/2 % or 1 % according to whether the contract has been
concluded with the Caisse d'Epargne de l'Etat (State Saving Bank>
or with one of the ordinary banks. However, this variable rate is
subject to a lo~er limit of 7% and to an upper limit of 9 %. Beyond
a certain rate of inflation, therefore, indexation is no~ complete.
If payments are stopp~d for more than two months or if funds are with
drawn, the contract is terminated and the interest rate is reduced
retrospectively to the rate paid on ordinary savings accounts.

b> Saver's entitlement to a loan
At the conclusion of his contract, a saver is entitled to priority
treatment for a period of two years on an application for a loan
equal to "150 % of the sums saved <including interest).

c> Comments
This last provision gives the new scheme the character of a house
savings plan.
In view of the duration of the plan and the relatively large amounts
which may be saved each month, the sums received by the saver together
with any loan he may have obtai~ed·give,him enough starting capital
'to purchase a property. It should be noted, however, that the Luxembourg savingsand loan plan is more open than a house savings plan, sin e
....._
it may be used to finance the acquisiti~n of any type of asset and not
(1) Roughly e~ivalent to US g 27 and

us

S 162 respectively
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simply to purchase a principal dwelling. As such, it is more closely
akin to a policy of promoting and protecting small-scale wealth and
assets.
I

However, in view of limitations with regard to interest rates and th(;
length of time during which funds are tied up, there would seem to (,-:::
little chance of attracting those savers who traditionally invest Hl
fixed-interest securities.

7.

FINAL REMARKS ON INDEXATION EXPERIMENTS
It is scarcely possible to make an overall judgement of all the indexation experiments described in this report owing to the wide difference~ not only in their scope and duration, but als6 in the circumstantes
in which these systems have been implemented. But all in all they do.
not provide a convincing case in favour of indexation.
Th~

example of Finland, shows that,if and wh~n it becomes fairly

generalized, indexation tends in the enu to sustain ·
· inflationary pressures rather than to reduce them. Doubtless taking
account of the reservations expressed earlier~ the Brazilian experience
favoured the creation -and protection of savings, but Brazil's rate of
inflation was never reduced to a level which would be acceptable in· a
developed economy.
It is clearly too early to draw any definite conclusions about the
me~sure~ taken td help small-scale saving. It would seem that the
protection given to the small saver in the United Kingdom and Ireland
is complete •. However, such plans have the disadvantage of tying up
funds for a period which may appear too long, with the result that some
small savers are put off by them. Furthermore, the upper limit imposed
on monthly payments is low, especially in the United Kingdom. There is
therefore no ·likelihood of indexation disturbing financial markets,
for the very reason that it affects too small a prop.ortion of savings.
The Luxembourg plan is generous in this respect, but, in its present
'
-.......
form, would lose almost all its effectiveness for the saver in times
of high inflation.
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This raises a dilemma common to any attempt to index small-scale sa ings
whether to index completely and to Limit very strictly the concept
small-scale ~avings or to apply a wider dffinition and to restrict
scope of indexation. In either case, the bulk of the sums saved
eluding a proportion of smatl~scale .savings) remains unprotected ag inst
depreciation of the value of money.
In the final analysis, the study of the best-known examples of savi
indexation is not encouraging. Th~s partly explains the official ~
tudes taken on this. matter i
be examined in detail.

VIII.

1

the Community - an itudes '"'dt:h must

BASIC ATTITUDES TOWARDS THE INDEXA i ION OF fiNANCIAL ASSET'S IN THE CO MUNITY

Gener~lly

speaking, attitudes toward~ the indexation of financial· a sets
in Member States ~svc always 0sen governed - despite exceptions int nded
to the temporar-y··· ~JY the prLrC'iple of mcn~tary•"nominalism".
In some countries there are specific provisions relating to indexat on,
while in o~hers legislation is silent on this point.
The present situation is as follows-:
Legislation has been introduced in two countries to prohibit or lim t
indexation clauses :
a>

In the Federal. Rt:£~!::.li£...£f__ ~!.:.tmanv" prohibition is based on paragra
of the Monetary Law of 20 June 1943, supplemented by paragraph 49 o
Foreign Trade and Payments Law CAussenwirtschaftsgesetz> of 28 Apri
(see texts in Annex III). Under these provisions, the indexation o

h 3
the
1962
a

monetary debt is subject to the prior authorization of the Central ank.
Such authorization has nevef' been given in the financial field.Csee in
Annex IV, the study made by the German Federal Bank on this subject
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b) In France, as we have seen, the government practically put an end to
indexation in the financial field following the experiment in the 1950's
(see "Indexation of bonds in France" above and the legal texts in Annex II>.
It should be pointed out, however, that this country will probably follow
the example of the United Kingdom, Ireland and Luxembourg. In the chapter
entitled "Patrimoine et Liberte" of his recent book(l), President Giscard
d'Estaing wrote that we rnust "recognize the right of everyone to the
acquisition of personal assets and that "this right must also lead to the
introduction of an effective system of preserving the value of savings".
This idea re-appeared in more concrete fern in a letter to the French
Prime M·in.;s~cr· r:h·ted 1:'• >:··-;e:•1bf~r 197C•, in ~4hich the Government was asked
to ;!r0v1d,:; r(,t ''these srna;J :;avers, whose main concern is the protection
of their Ci1p'.tat.", a si,rple and specialized savings instrument, which
···:n rel: .. ·:··n f,ir::; Lh1itr->ci lnt:e,·est r·ate and a real stability of deposits,

;his

document

h~s gen~rally

been interpreted as a recommendation for the

of ir,c!-:·:~ed savings deposits. However, we'must await the
CHit ··:o:ne of the stLJdies and work in progress (on which a decision must be
~~sti.:lblish~,,~nt

ta~~n

before

.

January 1978) to know exactly what the French Government

be ~tr2ssed that the French President also specifically rules
r :.·_ ::.":'/ 0ener·al ind•-:xation 6f savings, which "could only weaken our
e.:.)n·~c~.. ,•s avHity to f;·ee itself from inflation"*.
It

~\0uld

•. I . .

(1) V. Giscard d'Estaing- "Democratie franc;aise" (pp 107 to 109)

* an

unofficial translation of the full text of the letter
is
......
attached as Annex V.

··--··-··

---------------·~--~
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In other Community member countries, indexation is not the subject of
specific legislation. While all governments ~re opposed to general
indexation, some accept that special.provision must be made for smallscale saving.
As shown above, this is the case in the United Kingdom, Ireland and
Luxembourg.
On the other hand, in Belgium (despite the fact that indexation exists in
large sectors of the economy) and in Denmark and the Netherlands, the
authorities are still unwilling to accept any form of indexation of fi
cial assets.
Italy occu9ies an intermediate position. There is no official governm
position c~ the matter. A draft law on the indexation of savings for
building purposes was drafted by the last administration, but was not
discussed by Parlimament and has not been laid before the new Parliame
The bank of Italy was responsible for this plan, thereby showing that
was not,. a priori, completely hostile to limited indexation systems.
a rece~t reply to three Senators, Mr. Baffi, Governor of the Bank, agai
stresscJ the social merits of this plan to index savings.for building
p;;rp-..·::;es.

.

He also pointed out the possibility - of which ENEL had take
advant:::g2 in 1974 and 1976 - of _issuing variable-rate bonds based on the

aver~ge

yield of a sample of bonds quoted on the stock exchange

( 1)

•

:,,tere'sLing to note, in the last part of Mr. Baffi's statement,
com~~nt t!1at the tendency for the indexation of savirigs to limit gradually
It-~,~

the economy's ability to absorb inflationary pressures should be balano d
by red~cing the role played by indexation in other areas, and particula ly
in wages (see Annex VI for the full text of Mr. Baffi's statement) •
• • I •.

(1) A loan was issued in France in December 1974 by the Groupement de l In-

dustrie Sid6rurgique along similar lines. Furthermore, many variable-r
· lo~ns based on Eurodollar rates in London are placed on the internat ion
market. In all of these cases, it.is inappropriate to talk of indexati
since the connection between the yield on invested cap_ital and m~ey de
ciation is too tenuous.
--">.~

te
l
n,
re-
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2. The position of the Community
The Community as such has not expressed an opinion on the question of
the indexation of savings. But it did have occasion recently to take
up a position against the principle of indexation, in the cont~xt of
the Conference on International Economic Cooperation. This statement
by the Community re~resentative was made in connection with the indexation of raw material prices demanded by the producer countries. Nevertheless; the argument is of a general nature and stresses the freezing
tif the prices mechanism, and therefore of the functioning of the market
I,
itself, which woll.d be ertai led in indexation wherever it was introduced
(see text of this statement., .Annex VII).
Secondly, still within the framework of the Conference on International
Economic Cooperation, the Community did not accept the idea put forward
by certain oil producing countries, that their financial assets denominated in foreign currencies, should be indexed. The Community point of
view. is that it would be a measure of discrimination .to accept a technique externally when the Community was opposed to the ~se of this technique internally.

3. The position of the Commission of the European Communities
The Commission's attitude to widespread indexation has
always been very reticent. As an example of this point one may re-read
Mr ~unde~ach's an~wers made on the Commission's behalf to an oral question by Mr Couste and Mr Terrenoi re on
in'dexing earnings< 1) and in
particular the following passage :
"It would be a great mistake to try to make the general public believe
that the evils of inflation could be solved once and for all by the.
broad introduction of indexation 6f all aspects of the economy, be it
social policy, be it wages, be it savings, be it contracts for imp.orts
of raw materials, etc.

(1) see Debates of the European Parliament- sitting of 12,December· -,974

l~
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At the end of the road you will be in a situation where everything
is indexed ~nd you have only one means of steering economic policy
and that is through the level of economic activity, the level of
employment. And that is quite obviously not what we want to achiev "
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TABLE

XI

PRIVATE CONSUMER PRICES IN THE COMMUNITY ( 1)

% change on average for the preceding year-

May 69-73

1974

5.6
4.8
6.3
8.9

15.0
7.3
13.9
15.7

ITALY
NETHERLANDS

6.4
7.2

20.2
9.9

17.4
10.5

BELGIUM
LUXEMBOURG
UNITED KINGDOM

4.2
4.57.0

12.9
9.5
16.8

. 12.1
10.7
23.1

COMMUNITY

6.1

13.1

12.6

DENMARK
FR OF GERMANY.
FRANCE
IRELAN!)

(1)

f

1975

1976

1977

8.8
6.1
11.4

a.5
4.5
9.3

8.5
4.0
8.5

21.3

18.0
17.5
9.4

15.0
20.0
7.5

8.3
9.8

8.0
8.0

15.5

14.0

10.1

9.5

in national accounts terms

SOURCES

SOEC national accounts and Commission department estimates.
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What is more the Commissicn believes that an extension
of indexation· would conflict with the position adopted by the
Community in international bod~es, such as described above. There
would be a great danger of having to grant non-m~mber countries indexation clauses, whichwou~ then tend to become more widespread, by being
introduced into the Community's external trade and financial relations.
This argument is probably not totally applicable to the indexation of
small savings, and the Commission both understands and approves the
concern for social justice which prompts the supporters of such a technique. But for the reasons already given there are stilt doubts
about the implications of measures of this kind. It is true that methods
of indexing small savings do protectthem, but only for small amounts and
then on condition that sav~rs immobilize their assets for relatively long
periods. Basically what mar·y smal~ savers would like is to be able to keep
a reserve of cash~ which will more or less keep its value over a period,
and on which they can draw at any time. This cannot be guaranteed by the
indexed and frozen savings schemes which are most often envisaged; it can
only be the result of a stable, or at any rate - given present conditions
a relatively stable currency.
For this among other reasons, the Commission feels that the main protectio
for savers lies in a relentless fight against ~flation which is the only
comprehensive means of ~educin~,-if not eliminating, the social injustices
created by the depreciation of currency. The example of the "strong·
currency". countries is significant in this respect.
If the question of the protection of small savings is set in this more
general context, it is evident that what is needed is a comprehensive
policy to assist sa~ing.
The ultimate aim of this policy which would be a key weapon in the antiinflation armoury, would be the guidance of these savings to the productive sector by offering investments having a basic minimum security and
yield.
This does not rule out specific.measures to assist small savers as a
first stage. But these measures should only be temporary and in ~n~ case
should be part of a much greater whole.
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IX. ELEMENTS IN A POLICY TO ASSIST SAVINGS
The Commission feels that a great deal still needs to be done to put
in hand; in. the Community as a whole, a coherent set of measures to
encourage and protect the saver wishing to m~ke economic ~nvestments
in the productive sector. In particular it is suggested that ~uch a
policy would have two main aspects
I

- the protection and encouragement of savingsgenerally
specific provisions for the protection and formation of savings
among the last well-to-do classes in society.
1. Measures which might be taken to protect and encourage saving
generally
In the main they would consist in allowing market mechanisms the maximum
play possible'and in reducing the taxation of savings.
a) As far as the first point is ·concerned, certain markets should first
of all be made more transparent. It should be noted that ~he losses
suffered by the saver in pe~iods of inflation.are very often due to
the latter's failure t_o recogl)iife the best investment opportuniti~s.
This failure may resu~t from a mere lack of i~formation, and it is
apparent-that further work needs to be done to provide'savers with
unbiased information on investment.
Secondly, transactions should be allowed the greatest possible freedom
in .laying down the conditions governing investment and the return on
savings.. This is the cas~ on the international capital market, where
the freedom which contractors are allowed generally ens~res thatfunds invested there produce a·better yeld than on national financial markets.
In ttie case of t.he bond market, specific suggestions have been made1

6 •

in a report drawn up by a working party of the Monetary Committee and
adopted by the Co:mmittee <1).
This document proposes, inter alia, that the technique of variable interest rates should be developed - for example based on the average
yield for bonds quoted on the stock market - and that maturities shout
be shortened, or at least intermediate maturity dates for reimbursemen
should be in~roduced, so that, during periods of sharply increasing in
terest rates, the .bearer could get out of his investment more quickly
and switch more rapidly to better yielding investments.
Another solution would be to allow rates to move more freely. No
this attitude may sometimes be incompatible with the requirements of
monetary policy or economic policy generally. Experience shows, howe
that it is sometimes possible to allow market forces free play : in
periods of i-nflation they mostly operate in the saver's favour. In t
connection one may quote the case of the bond markets in Denmark and
Federal Republic o,f Germany <see above Table II in point II of this
report).
As regards liquid or semi-liquid savings, it is the return which is t
main protection. This return is of course often abnormally low, bear
in mind the cost of the loans which these savings are used to finance
Naturally the cost of bank resources depends on many factors which va
from country to country, and among these factors official constraints
such as mandatory reserves should be taken into account. It is worth
asking, however, if this excessively high price for "transformation".
by the financial banking intermediaries is not partly due to the natu

r,

e
ng
y

e

of competition in this sector, competition which quite often- now take
the form of the growth of new costly activities, rather than of varia
tions in rates, which are more or less controlled by the monetary
authorities or the banking organizations.
An insufficient return on savings may also be due to the fact that t ey
are used to finance, on preferencial terms, certain types of investm nts
. • I ••

( 1) Report by the Working Party on Securities Markets on the protect on
of the holder of bonds, the complete text of which will be ·~~und n
Annex VIII.
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or activities, of a social nature, for example. In this case it is clear
that the cost of these operations should be assumed by society as a whole
and not by savers alone.
Lastly a greater flexibility of the savings market would also lie in
facilitating the mobilization and circulation of invested savings,
particularly in the form of transferable securities. The problems arising
here are connected with the organization or markets and the cost of transactions.
b) Taxation policy plays a decisive role in the protection and stimulation
of savings. To go in'to details on this complex matter, in the present
contract, is out of the question, only emphasizing a number of important
points.
In the first place, money's. Loss of value must be recognised and an end
must be put to the anomaly of taxing unreal incomes, i.e. incomes which
have been absorbed by inftation. In all fairness, only the share of inte~est corresponding to a real return should be taxed.
The same applies
to the taxation of capital gains, which, were it exists, should not be
irr.pr;·;eci on :o purely nominal. gain and should iri general take losses into
account.
It wculd atso be desirable to abolish or at least attenuate the discrimination which often exists in the taxation of savings, for example the sometimes unequal tax treatment of income from shares and income from bonds to
the detr~ment of the former.
One might also contemplate gearing the basis for assessing income tax to

savings, thus indirectly increasing the yield on these sums.
Another possibility would be to exempt income from savings from income
tax - this is in fact done in certain countries - and to set the amount
of savings income exempted at a sufficiently high level.
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It goes without saying that the above proposals on both the functioning
of the markets and taxation are not exhaustive.' Basically, by protecting
savings from inflation and ensuring that it produces a real income, they
aim at encouraging saving as part ofa general anti-inflation policy.
Numerous examples, taken from recent financial hi story, prove that. they
are effective. Their only fault is that, because of their comprehensive
nature, they are of unequal benefit to the saver, especially in the case
of tax exemptions, depending' on the saver's ability to save and his
This is why they should be accompanied by provisions which relate partie
larly to the poorest classes in society.
2. Provisions_designed to enc<?urage the preservation and formation of
among the least well-to-do

~~~~~-~s

in society

The fundamental idea here is a social one. It has two aims : to protect
the sums already saved and to permit a minimum amount of wealth to be
accumulated. This might be the place for the indexed savings schemes of
the type ~ecently introduced in some Community countries. The small
saver should be offered a good means of protecting his wealth and the
best method of doing this should be studied. However,for reasons
such provisions would probably not be sufficient

a~d

stated, ·

should, if anything,

be used to supplement the prime instr·ument in this area : a policy for the
formation and preservation of wealth. Apart from its contribution to·t e
fight against.inflatiori, this policy should enable each person, Bnd in
first place the poorest, to form and preserve the minimum amount of cap tal
without which one has neither freedom nor responsibility. The policy s ould
therefore have a wide impact. Within broad limits, a saver should be a le
to accumulate the ~uhds needed to buy any asset of his choice. If nece sary
this should include both help from his employe~ or state-aid (for examp e
in the form of premiums varying with inflation) and the ability to obta"n
any additional credit. facilities needed. The aspect of asset choice is
important because existing systems of this type are generaUy slanted
towards the acquisition of a pri~cipal dwelling under conditions which

1

l

I
I

1

I
'
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usually make it impossible for people on the most modest incomes to
achieve this. They should therefore be able to invest their savings
in other immovable property or in movable assets of a financial
nature.

t
+

+

Certain measures which might be.taken within the very general framework outlined above- remission
of .tax, payments of premiums.
should ultimately be financed by society as a whole, and this in
itself entails the t.ransfer and the'refore the redistribution of
income. We know that this philosophy, which is already of long
standing, is applied to many other sectors of economic and social
activity. We do not see why it should not be extended to the
savings sector. The final cost would probably be very reasonable
if set against the benefits - upon which it is admittedly hard to
'
put a figure -or a better equilibrium in society.

ANNEX I

RESOLUTION OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT
AND
REPORT OF MR. NORBERT HOUGARDY
ON INDEX-LINKING OF SAVINGS
(11 JULY 1975)

RESOLUTION ON INDEX-LINKING OF SAVINGS
approved by Parliament during
its session of 11th JUly 1975

Th1 European Parliament,
',

-having regard' to the motion for a resolution
-

:ooc. 365/74);

having regard to the report of the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs (Doc. 165nS);

1. Considers that the problems associated with the index-linking of savings give rise to differences of opinion
and involve a great many economic' and technical uncertainties;

2. Therefore invites the Commission of the European Communities to examine further the entire range of
problems connected with index-linking and more particularly the protecti~n of savings;
Requests th.: U;mmission of the European Communities to submit a report on the' findings of this study
'
when it is completed;

J.

4.

Instructs its President to forward this resolution and the report of its Committee to the Council and Commission

of die European Communities. .

---------------------------
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. European Communities
'

'

.EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT

Working Documents
1915-1976
.lOJuly 197:5

00«

\tENT I 5175

. INTERIM REPORT

drawn up on behalf of the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affail'!

on. index-linking of savingc;

Rapp,rteut: Mr N. HOUGARDY

PE 40. 33/fin.

At ita meeting of 13 December 1974, the Bureau of the European
Parliament, following the tabling of a motion for a resolution by Lore Rcay
on 2 Deeember 1974, authori%ed the Corrmittee dn E.conomic ahd Monetary
Affairs to submit a report on the index-linking of savings.
On 28 February 1975 the Committee. on Economic and Monetary Affair:
appointf~d

Mr Hougardy rapporteur.

It considered the draft interim report at its meetings of 9 ~Janua.l'-y,
21 March, 24 April, 23 .M.-"ly and 27 June 1975 an':! unanimously adopt(!d tlltt

motion 1:or a resolutiorl and lhc cxplanutory st:1tement.

Th•~ commi1:tce cf~o

decided on a procedttrc of adoption without deb.:tte in plenary sitting.
PrEisent:
chairmart;

Mr

.tleen~ardt~

chairman;

Mr Houga:i:'dy, rapporteur;

Mr Del!ndtte,

Sir Br:.:mdon Rhys tfl;llliams, vice--

Mr Albert:sen, Mr Artz:lnger, Mr Carpentier,

Mr Fll!mig (deputizing for Mr van der Hek), M'r Lange, Mr Nor-manton

and Mr ::tuck.

..,

,·

/

'
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.PE 40.933/!in.

A

The Committee on Economic and Monetary ~£fairs hereby.submlts·to
the :Eurc:lpean Parliament. the . following moi;ion for a resolu.tion, toqethe.1.
~ith ~lan~troy

statementt
~OTION

FOR A RESOLUTION

..
on indr.x-tinking.of

.

.

s~vinqn

.

. l:h.!!....Jia.t.ru'!:!! n_r.£~ r 1.i _.ntt.c::n.t ~ ·
- havil'ltJ regard t.o the ~ti.on fbr a res9l'!1tion (Doc. J"6s/14) -:
.- hav-in.g regard· to the· report of the c;OIIIitittee on Economic· and
·Mone~~ry Affairs· (Doc. 165/75) ::.

1

.,

..

Cot~sid~rs tha~. t,he. proball1ls asso~iat.ed w.l.th the index-linking of
aa,rin~s giye rise to differences of opl.niod and involve a great
many economic and ·to.chnicai. w:n::ertainti.es:
!

'

.

.\

.

'l'herefQr~. invites the commissior1 of the Eqrope~ CODIIluni:ti~s. tQ ·

examine1. further the. entire :tange
.

of problems. connected with. index.

.

. linking and more particularly the protection
3.

4.

of

..

~·vings·:

Requests the Commission of ~he 'co~niti'es to .submit a ,reJ?.ort on tho
f.indings of this study when ·it is completed:
Instructs its· P~esident .to forwarC:l this reso~ution. and: the report

of its Cbtmllittee to·. t~e Councii and COIIIIDisa~ of the ~urope•n

...
\.

·.
1 Motion for. a resolutl,on. tibled
\,
.

'b!: Lord~.Reay, aee Azmex.

.

.,

·,

,

- s-

PE ·~.933/fin.

,

B

EXPLANATORY

.".~ATEM&~T~

.

.

The index-linking. of .s~vings has given rise to fair~y wide diff~reaces
of opinion within the Committee on Economic and Mone·taey Affairs Fl• r:~·
both th.e desirability ·of index-linking for aavings aad t11.e .conditions ofimplemen~ation of indexing.

I.

The deSirability of indexing· savings

- !~~!!!_!!~!~!:!
Inflation. p~rticularly at the ?igh rate prevailing si~ce ·1974, h~!! hl!ld· ·
an extremely detrimental .effect on savinqs.
According to the. conclusions:·
· of a Bundesbank. re~rt, German savers suffered a, loss iri· exce·ss of 40 ...thousand
million OM on their

~avings

in. 197.3 alo?e.

Thus inflation. resultS' in a
.

.

redistribution of· income. for the benefit of those
of. .
. who
. . have' the means
.
p~ote.cting tl')emselves against it
even of profiting from it, while smal~

or

.

.

savers are po~erless ~o prevent the depletion of their resources. and can
justly consider themselves at a d.isadvant.age compared with those whose
t;r&co~ tJJI'If.B . iJtCi.a-H~br! ~
~"~'"c, Q,(~iw;,

-if!;;.:JC.OO.:l.c •• aaClects

.

o,..· ilt~~~be, ~' -~nalyili;;f···tb"e-c~ns~~e.~c~s .~~

inflation o£

$4\fi~~s 'b~c:i~i-t -i:o light two diametricall:~i OJ;Ip~sed poin'l;:s of
•i aVI in t\ut -co-.i~
·.
:l.!'\d-elt{Aq

r.
·of ind.ex-li;ttkinq 90nsider that partial indexing confined·
tCJ 'YV(l'\q.S inVISf:ed by private individ~als on a medium or long-term.bas4s

- '.P'he

a..:~·IOC>.I.te:a

.\.1\ the

ru:t·m .of non-negotiable 3 or 5 year bondsf or by 'life a~~~an~e
- '
.
t~Mp«nies, w~uld not have an inflationary effect. · They ·beJ.ieve ori' the
COIIlh·•J~

o.f

th<JL-:

'l

11aeaau:te of thi.s kind 'ilOUld.. result in a better distributjt?J..r;.

S&\.vJ.'1i to>-i<:!.I.'ds ~:r·od11ctive investment~ in~tead of the present

pr~t'e.rdr.e for siqht depos1 ts or alternative forms of inves~ent.

P~~··.C~·otoqicalty.
of the

ti.9t\t

th.;·

.indexi:~1q

of

~avings,··. far

from implyi.nq. ·a pessa:tion

1J4tinst inflation, might help .to reduce st:~ecul:ative ac:tivi!-\~..91•

i. t 7 a19·t h: i pai:o~y. ·op.e.rat ions ~hi~h merialy stimulate inflation·.

-~e ~~rt~

--r of

of in~x{~_believe

on th~ c~ntr~~ that there is only one

~ ~~e ~~loa of savings, namely direct action to ~ontrol

the causes of inflation.

They r:~aintain that h-.{ attempting ·to ·alleviate

,. the consequences, ho·11eveT regrettable these may be, there is a #sk that·
inflation will simply be• worsened since, even

.i..f indexing is only partial.·;

it is bound to be gr!lduatlly extended and creneralized. : It is illusocy to
try to. tame inflation ar.d tantamount to optinci out. of the fiqht ac;:ainst it.

The opponents of indexing also base

thei~

views on past attempts to protect

savings in certain countries \'lh'ich the public authorities had to abandon
·*"....... ..,:

6 -

1/
because. of the inflat_ionary ,COY\;s-equeric:es:

indexing was, found in par-:..1 .:ular

to fC:tste;- excessive· cost rigidity·. .
I!. · Conditions for implementing the indexing of savings
Over and above these objections o.f- principle, the opponents of
indexing drew attentiort to. the techni·cal obstacles which militated.
. against its

p~actical implem~ntation.
'
.

In addition to the choice- always a delicate one·~· of the

tv?e ·d~·stvings

and the index, these obstacles.include the very riotion of saver an6 sa7ing~
and -~he application of indexing as .a ·function of ti.Ir.e.

------.---------

- notion·of saver
It ~uld be artl:ficia.l to attempt an isol'ated definition of. a· s~ve.r:..
"in fact there are few situations in which the saver is not also a · .: . . >r,
so that t:h.e negative ·and posi.t.ive e.ffects ·of inflation on individlltli ~ets
tend to compensate each other.
·any

ac~~rac:y

the baiance

of~ t.hese

I~

.appears very difficult to

~sta'bi J~~ .with
b•

;compensatory effects but they muslo.

.taken into account.- thus lessening to the same. ext;ent the need for
indeJting savings.

1t

also seems dif1:icult to fix , for. example, the upper limit of 'sml:l:l'

savil'}.gs,

~hi::h

could justifiably be protected against inflation.

It would also be difficrult to avoid the problem of retroactive appli.cation
•

•"

of
indexing.
,
(.
b~haviour

~

•

-

I

•

•

•

Failing
retroactive effect, it is difficult to foresee
the
.
.
.
.
of holders. of existing non-indexed bonds: it seems likely that
~

they will unlop.d them, thus .seriously disturb-ing the' financial market.
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ANNEX
MOTION FOR A ''LESOLUTION ,

tabled by Lord REAY
(Doc:. 365/74)
The European Parliament,

- considering that as a result of tp~ difference between inflation
rates and inter~st on savings ~ccounts a const~nt transfer of
income is taking place to the detriment of savers and to the
advanta~e of borr~ers of capital which must be considered
unjustified;
considering that this situation a1so presents a·risk to the stability
of. savings and above- all of money·. invest~d for a relatively l(?ng '
term;
- considering that the indexing of savings and loans permits mare·
rational and responsible investment decisions;
- further considering that indaxing can help to break the
of further inflation;

anti~ipation

·• hav·i.ng t"r:-s·ard ·neverthele~s to the possibility that a gene:1::4lized
torn ,,f ; £:d-a.l<ing may create a risk of sudden movements on the money
and capi ;:.al 1i'C!.r.k"'ts, t:hat it mcly be politically impossible to attain
CleCS!ssary· to achieve the desired aim;·

<~nd <l.ls-:.• not

.

.

•it~\l~$t.-s

.

the Commission to consider the possibility of encouraging
tkc ·.1-iaue of. indexed, non-negotiable
certificatE:s in the
COW'IIf.~-tll· a.nd to make appropria ~e propo_sa!s:

~avings

.,
....
1<~ ..... · ·''·'-·" .~.t.,.
.:r~o._~:f~t"?.
··-

appr:opr1a
· t e comntl.. ttee
indexing sav-ings;

3.

:J;ttsftz.otc.:·h

:

IL!3"C

t.\:'3

··::.•:·':.~£

•.

'to

e......
"'amJ.·ne the ques t'J.on of

·

:Vresl.dent to forward this resolution to the Commission

- a-
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ANNEX II
TABLE I

AVERAGE· "REAL" YIELD (%) ~1)0N !'! !DINARY SAVINGS BANK BOOKS IN
:-'.
COMMUNITY CCuNTRIES
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PRANCE
LEXUL TEXTS RELATING TO INDEXATIO.

Order No. 58-1314 of 30th Deceaber 1958
Article 79
1.
All general provisions laid down by law or regulation for the
automatic indexation of the prices of goods or services shall be repealed.
In each partio~ar case, the conditions for the application of this repeal
s~l be laid down by decree countersigned by the Minister for Economic
Affairs and Finance and the Ministers concerned.
2.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, the provisions of Article 31(a)
of the Labour Code relating to the indexation of the guaranteed minimum wage
shall remain in force.
3.
All new statutory provisions or provisions in collective agreements
providing for ind~ation based on the guaranteed miDimum wage or on the
general level of ~onsumer prices shall be prohibited.
"'
..
.
.
Current provisions involving such indexation shall cease to be
applied except where they concern alimony or the formation of annuities with
the nature of aliinony.
~

Order

No.59~246

of 4th February 1959

Article 14
The provisions of Article 1~-3 of Order No. 58-1314 of 30th December.
1958 shall be replaced by the following provisions:
"3 - In new statutory provisions o~ provisions in collective agreements,
except 1where they concern alimony, all clauses shall be prohibited which
provide Lor indexation based on the minimum guaranteed wage, the general
level of prices or wages, or on the prices of goods, products or services
-~

1
which are not directly related to the subject of the statute or t e
collective agreement or to the activity of one of the parties."
"In current statutory provisions or provisions in collectiv
\
agreements, the clauses providing for such indexation shall cease
effect beyond the level reached at the time of the last revaloris
prior to 31st December 1958 when these provisions concern, direct
indirectly, reciprocal obligations to be discharged succ·essively".

have
or

77
AlmEX IV

FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY
Legal texts governing indexation
Currency Law of 20th June 1948

§ 3:

Money debts may not be denominated in a currency other than
the German mark except with the agreement of the authority
competent to issue authorisations relating to foreign
currencies. The same provision shall apply to money debts,
the amount of which in German marks must be fixed either by
reference to the rate of another currency, to the price of
gold or to the price of other goods and services, or by
equivalence
services.

t~

a certain quantity of gold, of goods or of

Foreign Trade and Payments Law (Aussenwirtschaftsgesetz) of 28th April 1962

§ 49:

-

The first sentenoeof § 3 of the Currency Law of 20th June
1948 shall not apply to legal acts between residents and
non-:-residents.
The Bundesbank shall be competent to issue the authorisations
, la~d down by § 3 of the Currency Law of 20th June 1948·

ANNEX

V

THE FEDERAL. REPUBLIC OF GERMANY
VALUE GUARANTEE CLAUSES

The Bundesbank's policy in granting permits
(April 1971

mcntht)'·

The posa/bnlrles ot recourse to value guarantf!!<.9

,~eport

of the Bundesbank)

cim.l~

have in recent times occasionally been the subiect for
public discussion. Under the terma ot Articft:: 3 o! the
Currency Lsw ot June 20, 1949, in conjuncticr? with
Article 49, pare. 2 ot the Lsw on Foreign Trade and Payments, •money debts ln DeiJtsche Mark, tlie amount of
which Is to be fixed In terms of the excllanga rst9 or
the price or quantity of fine gold or other goods or
performances, may only. be contracted with the per·mission" of the Deutsche Bundesbank. The foilcwing
survey describes the principal considerations upon ~yhich
the Deutsche Bundesbank acts when granting pvrmits
for such value guarantee clauses and the prerequisites
'thereof.
'"

Purpose and scope of the regulation laid down In
Article 3, Currency Law

The regulation laid down In Article 3, Currency Law, I
· intended to emphasise the principle of nominalism to
money debts by stipulating that the effectiveness of su
value-safeguarding agreements as are at variance wit
the said principle ~e made dependent upon prior approv
al by the Deutsche Bundesbank. The principle of noml
nalism means that the amount of a financial commitmen
expressed in a specific sum shall not change simply b
cause the price or value of individual goods or services
or a greater number thereof, increases or decreases; i
other words, in t!le oase of nioney debts it is the nomina
vafue which is to be relevant rather than the •purchasin
. power" of the mon!')'.
-The regulation laid down in Article 3, Currency La
~ccording to which the legal effectiveness of such agre
ments to safeguard value as fundamentally run ·counte
to nominalism is made dependent upon prior approv
by the Deutsche Bundesbank, does not. however, merel
give expression to an abstract principle. Rather does i
provide a possibility of counteracting the acceieratio
of inflationary tendencies by withholding approval. One
value-safeguarding clauses, or particular types of su
clauses, have come into common use, price increases i
individual sectors or In the economy as a who.le woul
be transmitted to a large number of already constitute
financial claims. This would inevitably have repercu sions on the general price level, which in turn woul
affect the reference figures of value guarantee clause •
thereby Inducing renewed price rises. The purpose f
the regulation must not be disregarded when examinin
the question of whether a particular clause comes withi
the scope of Article 3, Currency Law, ~t all.
Not every linkihg of an amount owed in Deutsche Ma
• with the movement of the price or value of certain goo
or services requires approval under the terms
Article 3, Currency Law. It is impracticable at this jun
ture to quote ali the types of value guarantee clauses f
which no permission is required; but menti<Jn may

k
s
f
r
e

made of two fairly common kinds. In the ·first · -~,
Article 3 is not concerned with the so-called "relfd Jlfl')l
clauses,., I.e. agreements whiCh establish a relatiC'·.l be..
tween a liability and 'the price or value of goods 01'
services Qf a -similar nature to the performance ilicum.
bent upon the creditor. Tlie wording and the purpose ot
the regulation make it clear that only references to the
future price or value of dissimilar goods or services shall
be subject to approval. Such reiatlonary ·clauses are
· frequently encountered In connection with salary or pen-.
sion arrangements providing that the remun..,ration shall
conform to the salary or pension paid for comparable
POSitions. A further category of clauses exempt from approval has now become ·somewhat more common,
namely the •reserved performance ~lause". With clauses
of this kind the amount owed does not simply increase
or decrease in the measure in which the reference figure
changes; Instead, It Is agreed that under .ce-rtain preconditions; which ·normally apply when specific prices
change, the Deutsche Mark llabflity shall be newly fixed
by the contracting parties or ~ third parties. Such
clauses do not require prior appr9val whenever a change
in the pric:ls selected for comparison, or of some o.ther
reference figt.ln?. doeOJ not have a direct effe~t on the
guarsni.ee;;. c4tii~ ·~t<'i. in~t~:::d ttae claim is nowly fixed
by lnd~pen:!ent leaei action, ccmmttnsurate allowance
beil'g m!•di! for t:·lo-cnr.siderat:on of equitable treatment.
Only irt tt,a last-m•~tjc;med cases may It be assumep
that !he ~-::·;'!Jr<'.nteed .liability io not "determined" by the
Price or V(l!uc of.sortie otller goods. Whene,,er, on the·
other :· i nd. in the e\!.l.'.i1t of a chang& in the p:·iee or valut!
Of Certain ~Q:':\o:IS or services, a clalise resu'ts in. a corre. sporading change in lt:e mor.~y deht to l".e gumanteed ·
.. 17 0~. adrr~i~tedly, "automatically", but ;,, effect just ae~
lr.('·.r.tati!y ~$ an "autcrraat!c" clause. despite the formal
liece.:;;~. 'ty o: ·'iixing i:lileW" - SUch Cfause,·tO be ·affective,
••q:!ire:. p:in; r.,pprova!. It jt·were possible to. circum- •
···ur,~ the : '· ~;.:irn;ner:t <"Jf prior approval merely by an
ap·''::·~~;~,-~, f·:. ~·:~a! drafting of v;;.Jue guarantt"e clauses,
tl'le :.-~2ulst::>n lait1 dowr1 in Ar~lcle 3, Currency t.aw, WQUICII
M:::r=::ty t>H .:.'h· i" fL:tfif its ptm:-o::o~e c.:~ praventlng the un..
~.:i.n\lc.;icct :::'t:'i·'··"\:t\il"-, .Jt ·•:.!ue g:Jare,,t~e clauses.
··
C-~ ·:·~~~::.•:'tli i~f' tt: :. ~'·'!':clpl"• f1Jifow;:..:f
h~ sr.lllr.llna npi'':~ •:·! .

they occur If\ greater numbers, may have a dangerous · 2$
Impact on th6 stability .of the currency in the sense of 111
acceleration of price rises. It WO!Jid thus appear expedient to .u,t the general principles observed when
granting permisSion, if only because the large number
~f.~~~ses .to. b.J decided by the competent. Land Central
Banks requires that equal tr~atment be assured.

,._,.••Principlts to be observed In granting permission•, ·
ffie curritnt 'version. of which Is reprinted at the end of
this article, contain a •negative' catalogue• which enumerates both specific obligations and specific types of
clauses for which permission is either Invariably refused
or granted only under certai!'l conditions.
- ·
Obligations In respeot of which su~ restrictions apply
are as follows:
- Financial cOmmitments resulting from money and capItal transactions, I.e. from loans, bonds, capital and
pension insurances. bank balances or agreements of
any other k.:nd involving repayment of a sum of money;
In connection with liabilities or this type permissiOn
is refused without exc:8!'tion;
-Lease and rent contracts relating to premisls or
rooms: In this Instance permission can only be considered if the lessor undertakes to be bound for a
contractual period of not lesa than ten years.
Types of value guarantee ·clauses subject to restrictkmS
are the followir;g:

.

-Clauses under the terms of whid1 an Increase -not.
however. a qecrease - in 11alue Is to form the subject
of an agreement (so-called: minimum ctauses) ;. no per• mission Is gr1inted in sucn cases;
-Clauses In Wjlllch a relatlon15hip with wages or ~!aries
is established; in such CSJes permission Is granted
only when r~aeurrlng· paym,nta tar the lifetime of the
beneficiary are involved; or when the wages referred
to materially affect the cost Incurred by the partner to
the contract iifl rendering the counterpart perfor~ance:

.

...

- Clauses whiCh make the amount owed dependent upon
movements in the cost of living; In such cases permission is considered if the liability refers to recurring
payments to f;le maqe over a periqd of not less than ten

OtN!ously t;1a Qtl:ist!on cf the conditions under whiCh
certain ..·alue fi..r:•.-afltee clauses c.an be regarded as pbj&.:;tianable or othel wise from tht. angle . 0~ monetary
policy and of whether approval can accordingly be
years;
ill'&nted or mUst be Withheld cannot be explored with
an eye to the possible repercussions of a specific agree- -Clauses maklpg reference to. other indices. such as ~he
ment between two particular contracting parties but only ·
coostructlon cost index; these are eligible. for a p~it
In quite general terms. It would clearly be impossible in
only to the extent that the price movement as exa.._
each Individual case to prove that this or that particular
·pressed therein Is of material significance for the cost
clause might have detrimental consequences tor the
Incurred by tha contrac:ting party;
stability ofthe currency. TheBundasbank'slnvestlgations
aim at eatabllsbing whether value QUI!Irantee clauses. if

2e

me

- aau... maJclltQ N l.lilcunt awed depencfent ~
,. movemerit of the price ot valUe oi real .state. <:t ~

cases ~rmisslon i* granted onlf in' connec:i-!)n ~lh
the expl.:litation of land in agricultdire or forestry. · · .·

..

..

·'·

:

'

of granting pennissilbn as govern~· t$y .· ..
these. principia hu auccessfulty el'sured. ·that the fteld
Negatlwl·
of
~1ft · "ot•c•
Pwmita'• 'cerhflAppll~tcltOII'
of mon.Y And eapital has been ke~t entirely. free froi'Y.l·
MltCI1
cationa
catlona
I~
"vaiue gu,rantee clauses. _The Bundesbank 'has· .at an
32
(41f
19111
1.M
10• •
7.122
32
times regarded value guarantee cla·uses In conjunction
1,731
11111
12.412
1.293
:10
1,$MI
11,333
2.010
11112
14.1113
:10
1•.te0
With liabilities in. this field U being partl~ularly dah~et,;,
.11;5111
2,205
19113
12.903
2G
1,1133
2,837
111&l
21.012 .
10.322
31
ous, beeause in view of the vast· nu'mber of thes& l.laZ.IDI
17.4111
19115
3• •
,23,822
32
ZJ2I.
19111
211,415
3,734 ·.
:!0.321
billties a massive expanalon. of such Cla~es. Whidl might
13
t.IDI
. 11.021
:U14
11187'
24.21'1
I
1.320
; 3,9ol3
:!0.324
ultimately Include bqn¢s, savings atcounts and credits•. 1!1111
25.595
1
1.453
. 29.343
198t
5.127 (
22.718
22·
Z,180'
1170 .
safqguarded by Indices, would · e;tercise . an adverse
. 33.791
'1.5115
..
. ~~.effect on the monetary system and on the conduct df
1 Comlll'f~no OI!IY thoae' rm.tm notlcea rn l'iispeat 01 wllidl ~ ::&:,\i
money and capital transactions. .In ·the field of money· calion did not retull. aftttr·due .mendment. in the 9rMIIn~ of 1
tlr In a. negative certllicalion.
·
and capital it may be assumed that interest rates normally provide ~me rrieasure ot' compensation for Qffo
preciation ris~s. Accordingly; in c:Ountria where vafue prices.· paitlcularly ··i~ highly urba~ise'd regi~,;~ ·.w~~
guarantetf clauses (index clauses) h,ve been admitted· . such· .that these prices could no longer be used ~ .
in money and capital transactions - generally. on .a tem- l[l yardstick tor a 'val~e guarantee, especjally since the ~~.
porary basis only.- a split In interjst rates has de'lel- creases in .claims arising from such ctauses went . a
oped, In the sense thaf~guaranteed"' claims show tower beyond a value guarantee conc.eived ..':'5 _a protect~~r.
rates than unsecured ones. As fat as· can be seen, against "losses in purcha!Sing power". rnc1den~aiiY. IE
clauses not requiring permission, on {h~ number whfcf'l effects of such clauses on the movement of interest rate!
the Deutsche. Bundesbank has no lnfiuence, have· not· on .·heritable btillding rights and .the concomitant. raper
·~a
hitherto been employed in the field of mon·ey and cap- cussions. on a large number of rents are so seriousside
. ital transactions in the .Federal Republic of Germany..
the Federal Government fe_els impelled to co~ th
whether· it would not be possible. by' ~ change ·10 •. lE
Since the Bundesbank was. anxious to nip in the bud .any ordinance on heritable building rights to i:::Ol.lnterac~ r.'set
form of thinking in terms of indices. claus.es linking thtt In the pertinent int$rest rates brought on by such adlus
amount O'Mid With -the movement' ot living COstS we~. inent Clauses.
..
'
. sanctioned only in exceptional cases up to 1964, even.·lrl
fields other tha.n that ot money and capital transactions:· · Recoune to·value guarantH Clau...
It was felt tnat thls.pollcy.might'be' relaxed once it had
· · .
·
· .·
·· :
· .
ber (lf
. become clear from earlier experit.rtce that the-' appll• Ae can be seen' f1'9m the above table, ~· ~um r th t
cation of ,the cost of living Index as a reference figure clauses submitted -to the Deutsche Bundesbank fo
represents the lesser .evil,.. ih~much a$ this -partl~ular· granting of permission has grown with significant ~~
10
Index, being comparatively well-balanced, is capable, rarity. Applications ·m,ounted from somethi~g like . ·~" t
bycompatisonwithotherstandards,otretlectlngchanges in 1960 to roughly 34,000 in 1970, in which c:Q~~ud~
In the value of money with a maximum . of accuracy · must be observed that the figures do .not '"
. r,
without passing on specific price rises, which may in· enquiries as to whether value guarantee clauses req~' ~
certain circumstances be particularly. high. At the same permits or are etigible for them; which in 1970 acco;nan~·
time, the originally rather mor~ lavish granting of pttr- for 2,500 cases. The number of permits g!ante
thet
0
mits tor wage and· salary. clauses was appreciably cut . negative certifications issued, i.e. statements ~
"
018
bac:k because in view or the upward movement of wages effect tnat a certai'n clause does not require a perm at. r t
and salaries extremely high growth rates for the money In line with the number of applications. Th.e num:;~~ 0
debts linked thereto tended· to occur. To a large extent permits went up from approximati!IY 7,000 fn 1960
~ ir _
these growth rates were not the outcome of changes In in 1970•. while the" number of negat.ive certlftcatron
n
the value of money but were due to the general increue creased from· 1,800 !n 1960 to· approximately e,soo
in the productivity of the economy and the oc:casionally 1.970.
llronouncact f~our shortage.
·
··
··
t te
as~ng the total ot permits granted ~t must
8 .
In 1969: it became necessary once again to revise me overlooked that their number also compnses coli
it
policy of granting permits for such clatlses as - especial- per;mits (In 1970 approximately 700), wt\er&bY one ~in s
ly in heritable building right contracts - tied the amount is granted for a large number of valu~uaranteed c hi ft-.
owed to movements in re8l estate prtc... The rise in land of a single creditor. Municipalities, for instance. w

The praCtice
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regularly t:onvey heritable building rights In large :tum>
bers, are ,ccorded a collective _permit valid for a pfi:ri~d
of twelve ,months, which covers all agreements made 111
complian~ with the terms of the respective pennft.

PermJta

granted..,.,... a~,.,...

moetcommoniJ....,.....

.

e

I

of whldl !!•rd-'ldca applied)

..
.

When esteblishing the number- of value guarantee agree·
'
menta actually eAtered into it will have to be borne 'In
Sill·
rl.. of
mind that presumably not all agreements requiring p•r•
eatabForeign
II shed Other
Colt
mits are SA.Jbmitted for consideration, even though it m,.y
Ill•
Permlllf of
aovt. waa•· Real Clhange
li¥1ng
an
eatate
grante«t.
emOlhet
be assumad that whenever recourse is had to the serv..
Yur
total
Indices IDiov- ularles . Dficll filii .
lndeK
ices of notaries public or attorneys, contracts are ·reg188.0
117
3:11114
7.12a
153
219
301
513•
741
1981
1,103
4.115
ularly submitted to the competent Land Central Ballk.
a33
. 1,218
1982
115
758
11.
1580
321
96'}
Finally It must be remembered that It is impossible to
422
1983
1,241
812
7.982
'12.903
343
513
1984
1,987
831
2.237
424
8.268
111.32a
estimate the extent to which value guarantee clauses
1985
501
~1
533
2.073
17.48~
4.304
8.554
498
3,513
547
2.845
20.321
11.3411
509
1981
. not requiring permits are agreed without t;)eing submit·
2.417
568
541
11.901
2.568
421
18.~
1987
471
512
2.405
13.955
3211
2.204
1981
ted to tha Deutsche Bundesbank with a request for
20.~· 18,149
2.011
571
588
n.n
1.982
332
1988
negative certification. It· may be assumed that in the ca11e . 1810
5111
560
24,119qj
20,448
1.853803
586
of value guarantee clauses clearly not requiring a permit
the iSsue of a negative certification by the Deutsche Bun·
. to more than 10,000, have declined to barely 2,5()0 owing
desbank is frequently dispensed With.
·to stricter ap,plication .of the principles. References to
A notable featu.re is the small number of fo.rmal re- foreign exch"nge rates have remained comparatively
jections. This Is probably due, not least, to the Bundes- constant; su~ clauses are chiefly employed in followbank's practice of not immediately refusing the per- up Import COJ1tracts, export supply contracts and other
mission sought by formal notice of rejection whenever ob~ t}tpes of cont~acts connected with foreign trade. Such
jections to the granting of a permit present tl:lemselves in clauses actually serve as a protection against changes .
the light of the principles governing permission. In such in exchange rates rather than as a safeguard for Deutcases the applicant is told informally that for certain spec- sche Mark clatms against losses in purchasing power..

··=

ml ....

ified reasons he cannot expect to be granted a permit in
a particular case. This procedure is d.esigned to avoid · Most permits are granted on the basis · of the rethe final ine,ffectiveness of the clause conceivably (Art. quirements laid down in the principles underlying the
139, Civil Code) resulting in the invalidity of the entire con· granting of Rermits regarding. the life of agieernents
tract. Moreover, applicants are thereby enabled to modify on value guarantees in connection with long-terrn oblitheir valu" guarantee agreement in such a way ~s to gations. Freq,uently this concerns 'contracts for the
be eligible for permission or for certification to the effect purchase of l"nd, under which the purchase price is paid
that no permit is required. Only in isolated cases have in instalment$. over many years· or in the form, of ~ penapplicants insisted, after 9bjection had initially been ~ion; approxifJ;lately 10.~ permits were granted fo(such
raised in the informal procedure, upon their original ap:. -contracts in 1970, i.e. 400/o of the total. During th' past
plication-being decided by formal notiCE! of refusal whioh year 6,000 permits concerned value guarant" clauses
they can then contest by going to court. The number of . in heritable. _,uilding right contracts, a· furth~r 6,000
interim notices handed Ol.!t Is considerably higher than clauses In leClse and rent contracts, lease contracts In
that show,n in the table, which covers only those cases respect of pr.,mises to be. used for industrial purpo~es
which were not taken up again with the Bundesbank after being far in the lead, since premises of this kind are
receipt of an interim notice, either because the parties normally lease~ at longer term than living quarters..
dispensed altogether with the value _guarantee. or the
requisite permit, or because they resorted to claus.,$ The question of whether recourse to agreem'ents on
exempt from permission without requesting a negative value guarant!Jes is already so widespread that the transfer of price movements from. one sector to another might
certification.
assume dang~rous proportion$ can still, on the evidence
As regards the yardsticks chosen by contracting parti" , of the figures available, be answered in the negative.
to guaran1ee the value, the following table shows that It is true, howc,ver, that recourse to clauses not req&Jirlng
reference to the movE!ment of a cost of living index ranks permits will h~ve to be given close attention since it is
foremost. In 1970 approximately 20,000 permits were difficult to assess the extent to which they are employed.
issued for clauses of this kind, which figure represents Recourse to l,hem, which it is not pO$Sible to control,
about 80'/o of all permits granted. Clauses referring to might in~rease considerably if the ·legal requiremeots
the salarifS of established government employees and regarding the prerequisites for a claute not aubj~ to
other w~ges,and salaries, which up to the modification permission ar. progresstvGiy eased.
.
of the principles underlying permission In ·1964 had ristP-

llrlnclpl• to be oiiMIWd In declcllllt upon appllcatlfor permlll In accordance wltll Article 3, Currency Lew,
(II- (c) ol tile Currency Ordinance lor Berlin).

(a) Ia to b• de11endent upon the future Individual or average move enta
of the prlc' or value or real estate, except when the obligati n Ia
confined to the exploitation of land by agriculture or for• try. •

- Deutsche Bundesbank Bulletin No. 1018164 of August 28, 1964, publjal\414
In the Federal Advertiser No. 160 of August 29, 1964, amended by Bulletll\
No. 10011'118 ol September 9. 1989, published In the Federal Advertlter
No. 188 ol September 12, 19119 -

4. Provided that a permit required pur1uant to Article 3, lenten e 2,
Currency Law, (Item 2 (c), aantence 2 ol the Currency Ordlnanc for
Berlin) Is not Plecluded under the terms or the above prlnclplaa. I may
generally be as.umed that auch permit will be granted.

By virtue or the amendment to Deullche Bundeabank Bulletin No. 1018/84
by Bulletin No. 1CJOe '69, the prlnclplea to be observed In deciding upon
application• lor permlta In accordance with Article 3, Currency ~w.
(Item
(c) ol the Currency Ordinance lor Berlin) ere now worded aa
follows:

5. In the caae of contracts aa described In item 3 (d) It may al
be
assumed that pE,rmlssion to enter into 1 commitment in foreign curre cles
(Article 3, aantt~nce 1, Currency Law; Item 2(c). Hntence 1, Cur ncr
Ordlnence lor S,rlin) will be granted.
·

a

a

To Inform tile public on the ptlnclpl• It obHrves In deciding upon
applicationa lor permlll In accordance with Article 3, Currency Law,
(Item 2 (c) of the Currency Ordinance lor Berlin) the Deutsche Bundeabank calla attention to the following points:
1. Clauses providing that the amount owed in Deul8d1e Mark will be
determined by the future exchange rate of some other currency, by the
Mure price of gold or'the future price or value or other goods or servlcn
(Article 3. sentence 2. Currency Law: Item 2 (c). sentence 2 of the Currency
Ordinance lor Berlin) will not be approved In the case ol
(I) financial commitment• arising lrom loena, Including obllgatlona of

8. These principles replace the prlnclplea of December 12, 18511,
nounced In the ·Federal Advertiser No. 243 of December 18, 1958 b
Deutsche Bundeebank Bulletin No. 1009 ·sa. To the extent that they d i_..
from the former principles by precluding a permit they ahall app y to
agreements concluded later than October 31, 1964. These principles
II
govern all applications lor p•mlts decided upon after 1111nou ·
of
these ,principles.

7. The right to amend these prlnciplaall lftlrved.
1. Appllcatlona for permit~ In nccordance wltll Article 3, Currency
(Item 2 (c) of the Currency Ordlnanoe lor Berlin) lllould lie flied wl
competent Land Central Bank.

any other type converted Into loans, from banda; capital and pension
lnsurancea, bank balances or agreements ol any other kind Involving
repayment ol a aum ol money (financial commitments arlalng from
·
money and capital transactions);
(II) l e - and rent contracll relating to pramlaes or rooma, aKcept where
the· contract Is concluded lor the lila ol the lessor, lor a period of not
lese than ten years. or In such form that notice ol Ita termination
cannot be given by the lessor before ten yeara havo elapsed.

2. Irrespective a' the ty11e of obligation suct1 clauHS will not bl'l approvfd
whenever
(II) unilater~lly an increase in exchange rates. prices or value Ia to ri!S~lt
In a riSJ', whole conversely a decrease In exchange rates, priC8lJ or
value Is not to entail 11 corresponding reduction, In the claim lor
payir.en't ("minimum clauses·. "unilatll!ral clauses");

(b) the amount owt'ld 11 to be lied to the future prlca ol gold;
(c) the amount owe(l ia to be generally dependent upon the future
"purchasing power" of the Deutsche Mark or some other yard~li(ll
which d~es not reveal wha! pric~ or values Shllll bG the determlroin~
facto!ll.

0..,

3. In additi 1)n, no clauses will be approved according to which th'
111110~•nt

(a) Ia to be dependent upon the· future movement of living coeta (a 1:01~
of living Index), eKcept In the case of recurring payments to be 111ad•
for lila, pr until the reclplent·attalna the capacity lor gainful occ~p·a
llon or a specific goal In hie education or training, or lor a perio(l
not Ina I han ten yeara;
·

Q,

~)

11 to be ~ependent upon the future Individual or average movement
wag•. lfllariea, pensions or a~nuilies, except wh~~n

q'

(II) a re:~ularly recurring payment is lnvc.lved; to be made lor

lit• or
until the recipieMt attsins the capacity lor gainful occupation or
a apec'fic goal In his education or training. or

(bb) the 11mount still owed In each case Is made dependant upon thq
mov1ament ol wages or ·salaries which exercise a material In·
flueroce on the cost incurred by the creditor:
(c) is to be o~eper:der.t upon the flllure price or value of other dissimll&(
goods or Hrvices (lor Instance upon the construction cost lndeK or
1ome other index renecting the movement or prices or values of a
number cl goods or Hrvices) except when the amount still owed in
each caae ia made dependent upon the movement ol prices or value•
ol goode or aervices which are produced, eold or rendered by the
debtor In his own ea!abllahmant, or which meterlally lnlluenct~ lhe
coat Incurred by the creelitor;
(d) 11 to be determined by the future eKchange rate ol eome other
currency, except in thi case ol

(II) follow-up Import contracta between lmportera and first purchas11ra,
e•port eupply contracts between exporters and their lmmediJte
auppliers. or purchase contracta In "Interrupted" merchantlng
traste whenever !he merchandise Is passed on unchanged through
&ale by !be .mportera. tile ••porters or the merchanting traders, or
(Db) -

puuge or 111 freight contracta;
1 tnserted by Bull,tln No. 1~119: IWIII 3(e) appllea to ag,_q
eluded later t11an ...,_bar 30, 1111e.

ANNEX VI
FRA·lfCE

Text of the letter relating to the protection of
small savings from Mr. GISCARD D'l!:3TAilll to Mr. BARRE,
Prime Minister, 16th November 19761

"The inflationary situation which has beet~ t the world l~conomy for
several years affects savings directly. It is probably possible for
some savers, using the a.d.vice of financial inStitutions, to protect their
savings effectively, by taking advantage of interest rates and by substituting one form of lnvestm~nt for another. But this is not the case
for those ":.;ho •.>.tn devote only a. small part of their resources to saving
and who often have access to only a single type of investment.
In these c.i.rcumstances I feel that small savers whose me.in concern
is the protection of (::apital, should dispose of a simple and specialised
savings instrument which, in return for a limited interest rate and a real
stability of deposits, would guarantee them lasting
·assets.

securit~

for their

It is not_a·matter of introducing~he general indexation of savings:
t1
SLcch lndexation could only weaken our economy's ability to free itself from
inflat..ion. The aim is ·~o set up the machinery which will ensure. effective
protec·tion of small amounts of capital so as to meet the needs of the French
citizen of cur ti.me.
I would ask you to be good enough to initiate a study, by the methods
>rhich you cons:Lder appropriate, of the features of su.ch machinery.
In
particular, thought should be given as to how these savings can be best
employed so as to be of maximum utility and so as 'to red~ce the cost of
protecting the capital.

This machinery should be ready by 1st January 1978."

ANNEX VII

REPLY BY THE GOVERNOR OF THE BANCA D'ITALIA TO
PARLIAMENTARY QUESTIONS ON THE POSSIBLE INDEXATION
. OF FIXED INTEREST SJOOURITIJ1}3, GIVEN BEFORE THE SENATE
COMMITTEE FOR FINANCE AND THE TREASURY AT ROME,
3rd NOVEMBER 1976
The issue of indexed securities is a means of broadening the
range of financial instruments at the disposal of lenders and borrowers.
When inflation rates are liable to vary appreciably as time goes on, the
effect of indexation is to protect the lender when inflation exceeds the
rate assumed, which itself serves as the basis fo~ fixing the nominal
interest rate of the contract, whlch will in the end prove to be too low.
However, indexation can also protect the borrower in periods when inflatio
slows down, because if this slowdown has not been taken into account in th
forecasts and consequently nominal rates have not fallen, then in practice
they would prove to be too burdensome for him.
In short~ ipdexation is a
means at the disposal of the contracting parties of definitely fixing the
rights and obligations resulting from the contract established in real and
not nominal terms.
For example, capital and interest, or both, may be geared to parameters representative of the purchasing-power of the currency in general
or on particular markets, for example on the market in the products or
services sold by the firm which has contracted the indexed loan, or on the
market in t~e good in which the debtor has invested the yield of the index d
loan, for example, a house.
The recurring difficulties on the long-term securities market
1969, following the very sharp cyclical fluctuations of short-term rates,
mean that it has become essential to stabilise the amounts of savings flow·ng
into institutions lending against securities and real estate by introduci
a new form of indexation; namely financial indexation: this would mean
issuing medium or long-term. securities, the coupon of which would be index d
to the trend of short-term rates. This is a formula which has already bee
applied, in respect of medium-term bank loans; it establishes a correlatio
the cost, which is very variable, of collecting the fung~ in the form of b
deposits and the yield of at least a part of its use by th~ bank.

-2-

This formula could usefUlly b• exteDded to the financial market.
A
very far-sighted representative of the employers, Mr. Franco Mattei,
recently came out in favour of the creation of this type of security.
These considerations concern the.relationships between private lenders and
'

'

bo;rrowers.
As early as March 1974, the oase which to me _seemed most to justify
real indexation clauses was that of real estate loans, where inflation
benefits private individuals (not firms) who acquire goods, orten second
residences, intended to appreciate in time both in absolute and relative
·value.
The .housing savings plan ("risparmio-casa~) which envisages the
introduction of a system of financing to take account of the decline in the
value of money, both for the collection of savings and for the-granting of
loans, has not, however, been approved by Parliament and has not yet been
presented during the new legislative period.
The proposed system, which involves the indexation of the financial
savings of those wishing to purchase a dwelling, was mainly designed to
help households on medium or low incomes for whioh,
the decline in

t~~

value of sa!ings,

~oupled

i~

the current situation,

with the increase in the prioe of

housing, has made it virtually impossible to accumulate the funds needed to
make the purchase.

The plan, therefore, enables them to maintain the real

value of savings ·during the period when they are being accumulated and, on
the worst assumption, to maintain constant the real charge of paying off
the loan:

t_he :amount of the earlier annual repayment instalments would be

lower and the later instalments would be higher.

The parameter chosen for

the monetary adjustment is the cost-of-living index, which is also used to
calculate the cost-of-living allowance, thus reducing the risk of an increase
in the debt exceeding an increase in incomes.
,
I
The financial indexation system was applied by ENEL1 in 1974 and 1976
to attract the public back to the bond market;
teei~

this indexation aims at guaran-

holders of securities th&~ their return will be adj~sted to the trend of
,

inierest rates on the bond market.

'-.

It limits the risk of oap1tal losses,but
'

l

not the losses due to the decline in the value of money, since the
to market conditions take place by -variations in the nominal rate.

--------------------~

.

~ustments
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The ENEL experiment did not meet with great success, probably because
the adj~atment mechanism is not ver,y easy to understand and especially
because the reference index chosen, namely long-term rates, only partly
reflected the changes occurring in the return on money.
In general in periods of inflation, if the upward adjustment of
nominal rates is not sufficient to guarantee lenders a real positive retur ,
the capital losses which lenders suffer constitute one of the mechanisms
for absorbing inflationary stimuli. The existence of such a mechanism
dampens the effects on prices of the excessive demand for money deriving
from the monetary financing of the public deficit and wage increases.
To prevent the better protection of savers, on the assumption made, from
causing the inflation rate to accelerate, "absorption-areas" must be
created or enlarged in other sectors, mainly in that of earned income,
by lengthening the intervals between the adjustments provided for in the
sliding scale mechanism. The impact of price variations due to interventi n·
by the political authorities and io seasonal factors should also be
neutralised, and exchange rate fluctuations due to speculation should be
deferred.

1 ENTE NAZIONALE PER L'ENERGIA ELETTRICA, public Italian undertaking
for the-generation of electricity.

ANNEX VIII
POSITION ADOPTED BY THE COMMUNITY AT THE CONFERENCE ON INTERNATIONAL
ECONOM.IC COOPERATION ON THE INDEXATION OF RAW MATERIALS' PRICES

(Paris, April 1976)

In the final resolution of ita Seventh Special Session, the
united Nations General.Aaaembly aet itself the goal of·ac:hievinq
stable, re~rierative and equitable prices fo~ raw materials and
primary commodities of export interest to the developing countries.

It also re~ommended t~t a s~udy be made· of certain solutions whereby the purchasing power of the develo~ing countries might _be safeguarded.· The Community, which subscribed to this resolution, ia
willing t~ enter into discussions on the question of indexing the
prices of raw materials, albeit without prejudice to the conclusions
of the,debate on the results, of .the studies of direct and indirect .
. indexing schemes and other solutions worked out by the General Secretariat for the IVth Session of UNCTAD, studies

to~hieh

tbe

·,

Community is givinq ita closest attention.
Never.theless, on the basis of the document on indexation presented by the Grou~_of 19 at t~e Mar~h .aeaaion, a certain number
re~rka ._y be put forward regarding the merits of raw materials

~f

price indexation considered aa a mechanism for stabilizing and increasing the .revenues of the developing countries on a laatinq baaia •.
The Co~nity is fully conscious of the importance of the
.

'

.

question .of raw materials and primary commodities in promoting the
economic: develoPment of the developing c:ountrieia in stable conditions.
'l'he action ·taken by the Community in the field of development has
been prompted by this very concern. However, arguments of a general
I

economic: nature have led the

c~~nity

to formulate conclusions
'

'

which differ from those put forward in the paper presented P.y the
Group of 19 ,on the question of indexing prices of raw dateriala
and PWimary commodities.

The indexation of a commodity's price means that it is no
.

~

.

longer determined, for a given period, ey the fluctuations of supp y
' ~i

and demand •. Indexation thus replal:ing the market mechanisms in
the determination of prices, all imbalance between supply and dema d
at this price level can be eliminated only by controlling the quan
tities produced and traded.

The administrative difficulties entai ed

by this type ·of· . :i.ntervention ·would very rapidly jeopardize ~heir

effectiveness.
definition, inde~tion freezes the relative prices of different commodities and, hence, the structures of production. In
By

particular, the prospect of prices being fixed at levels which wou d,
depending on the case, differ from those which might result from t e
inter·play between supply and demand in the absence of indexation,
can lead to excessive or inadequate investment and gives rise to
the production of substitutes.

More generally, the fluctuations

in the terms of trade of a country reflect the
evolution of the
.,
structural and cyclic features of its economic activity and that o
its trading partners.

In fact, the Community has always declared

itself in favour of improving the situation of the developing coun
not by seeking to freeze prices but rather by concentrating upon t e
improvement of

stru~tural

factors.

Raw materials and primary cornnlodities represent a major share
of the imports of deyeloping

countri~s,

particularly the poorest

among them •.. Designed - or tending - artificially to raise the pri
of part of the imports of developing countries, indexation would
exacerbate their balance of payments and i~flation problems. The
working out of price arrangements or compensatory mechanisms de-

si~ned

lo avoid this pitfall would merely introduce ·further distor-

tions into the organization of the markets and an elemen~ of inefficacity into the allocation of development aid.
I

MOreover, certain industrialized countries also are export,rs
·of

r~~ materi~ls

benefit

~orne

and primary commodities.· While indexation would

of them, in the .case of

others,-~ and

particularly

those which, like the Community·countries, must tackle serlqua balanc~

of payments and inflation problems -··it ·might' by contrast
reduce growth potential and, possibly, arbitrarily diminish their

\

- 3 d•velopment aid capacity.
tn addition_to these considerat~~· of a gen~al economic nature,
other• may be put' forward that ~re linked to the o:verall situation.

. . . . . . .·. . . ·. . .,.,_While
. . :.- · -· . . ,_the
___ prices
. . . . ., .of.-. raw materials
. . . . . . . . ___. ___·rose
. . .__.. . ,.steeply
. . . . . . ___.,. ._.-:.,.in·
._.,. . -. .the
. .-n,..phase
·-: . _-,._ . . ..of
. __..
-~-:- ---·~···,--

.__.._~----·

~

galloping inflation during' the first half of this decade

, it is

true that during the ensuing pha•e when economic activity diminished
these prices dropped, albeit to a varying
commodity.

degree~

depending on the
'
In the current situation, when the economic policies
.

pursued by most countries are aimed at sustaining the revival of
economic activ_ity while at the same time curbing inflation, any
mechanism (such as direct indexation) likely to help to maintain

.

'

inflation, or, worse still, intensify it, would inevitably call fornew measures-intended to check it. Such measures would be liable to
have repercussions on the recovery of international trade.
The foregoing considerations are not meant to suggest that the
market mechanisms, as they at present operate, are aiways satisfactory to producers and consumers. However, it is not by system.tically superimposing upon ·exJ,.sting ·distorsions a factor of further ·
~mbalances

that the countries that produce and consume raw mater-

ials stand to gain.

A certain numper of ways and means are being
'

'

studied by the C.I.E.C. and by other specialized institutions - or
have already been --&~t up - to -imp~ove market structures and to sta-.
biliz.e the developing countri.es' export earnings.· It is within
·•"'''

........ .

this conteXi;_-_th_a~. ee~tain·~-pric'e revision meth~ds might most suitably
be devised.

·For· example,' a consensus has .emerged among producer and consumer
countrieswithin the framework of recently renewed commodity agreements (coffee, cocoa, tin) concerning the objectives of these
.agreements: chief of these is the maintenance and increase of the
.,

export earnings

~nd

purchasing power of exporting developing countries

while takinq due account of consumer

interests. -With regard to price

review· and revision, these are carried out i.n accordance with various
criteria rel~ting both to the economics of the commodity in question,
·(1)

.

By way of_~llustration, the raw materia.l·s price index (excluding
oil) established bY the World Bank rose from 81 in 1972 to 11~
in 1974 (see in. particular UNCTAD document TD/B/563, July 1975).

' 4 -

q

t~e evolution of the world economic situation and the changes oc-

curring in the international &onetary system.

The Community

subscribes to such realistic operational measures which will
it possible to fix prices that ar~ both rermmerative for produ ers
and equi~able_~oL.£..cm.~~lmers.,

ANNEX IX
~

METHODS OF PROTECTING. THE HOLDER OF BONDS AGAINST INFLATION ANI
THEIR EFFECT ON INTRA-COMMUNITY CAPITAL MOVEMENTS IF THEY WERE
ADOPTED
I

The hip rate of inflation prevalent in most Member
St:ucs has led the members of the Working Parry on
Securities Markets tu look into the question of protecting
the holder of fixed-interest securities against losses caused
hy rhc fall in the value of money.

or in part, when only a single estate i~ involvec:l. This is,
for instance, true of banks. which have liahilities which
depreciate at the sam._e time as their claims, or ot
individual bond holders who acquired real assets with
horrowed funds. The latter situation occurs ven·
frequentlr as ownership of real property becol"'les easier. ·

The cxpcm concentrated on two aspects in particular:
-

the methods which miglu be used in this connection,

-

the effects on intra-Community capi.bl movements if
they were adopted by some mcmbtr countrie~. and
the related problem of the adoptinn of concerted
r<~licies on the suhjecr by memher countries.

Sco.:•mdly, if one wished to compensate the holders of
honds retroactively, the date. to be taken into
consideration would need to reflect the date and terms
when the bonds were acquired. It would be inequitahle
to compensate all hondholders as if they had hciJ the
hnnds from the date of issue, hecau\e the hunt!~ mi~ht
have heen purchased un more favourJhle tern1' btcr rh.1n
that date.

I. General
J.
The real yield on bonds falls whel'l the currency in
which they are denominated depreciates, dropping to
zero or even becoming negative when the rare of
inflation matches or excteds Jhe couJ,on rare ot the
securitie~. Fllrther, the capitat 1oss may be compounded
h}· a fall in the stock market price of securities brought
ahour hy the ri\e in intcrc~t mtcs which usually occun in ·
tinu:s of high inflation.
This drop in the real value of invested !lavings is mainly
to the adv~ntage of the horrowers. Tl> begin with, it
would therefore be necessary, if only for consideration!!
of equity, to adopt measures to restrict and even
eliminate this transfer i>f wealth.

Compared with the situation before 'l:he First World W"ar,
there are perhaps not many estates at the present time
which arc made up exclusively of bonds, and still more
rare *e persons who , depend only on fixed-interest
securities for their income. Nevertheless, such situat!ons
·do 'arise in the case ~f private individuals such as retired
farmers who have: inveslcd the ('ru.;c:c<fs nf the S.llc uf
1hdr bnd in stlu:h, or in~titutiu!l\, ('.Hii.:ul:nly rcn'inn
funds. The IJttcr are ohli~cJ w fin.mo.:e c:xrcnlliturc
which im:rcases at ahuut the same rare as inflation while
the value of their a.ssets is ste.tdily ~hrinking, and thi~
<IInne would justify the adnption of suit.1t.lc: rro,·i,ion• in
their favour. Nevertheless, these urious rcsl·rvo~tinns
show that the problem of protecting the holder of hnnds
is not as simple to resolve as might first appear.

Bur this observation must be qualified.
2.
Firstly, because these transfers of wealth from lender to
borrower frequently cancel each other out, in the whole

(1)

Apart· from considerations of simple cql!ity, it

~hould be pointed out that a contCnuing high level of

inflation will strengthen the need for measures to help

A note prepared by th.e working party o~ the EEC Monetary Committee on securities
markets attached to the annual report of the Monetary Committee - o.J. 14th
June 1976
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bondholders and savers in general if the finance needed
to sustain economic growth is to be made a\·ailat>le. In
man)' European countries, the po~t-war }:ears show that
this was the main reason l>ehind the meJ\ure\ taken at
the time to protect s.nin~\.

3.
The most effective protection for holders of claims
would obviously be success in combating irlflation itself,
and the members of the Working Parry a~ree that .
keeping the value of money comparatively stable should
remain a primary objective. Bur despite the st.1bilization
policies adopted in the member countrie!>, and owing
probably to the variety and complexity of f11ctors 'behind
the progress of inflation, the currenries of the
Community countries are all depreciating, although to
differing degrees.

Consequently, there is unanimous agrceme~lt among the
. experts that a study should be made of wa)'s and means
of gh·ing holders of fixed-interest securities minimum
protection against the decline in the real value of their
investments.
.

.

.

4.
Finally, it is for consider:ltion whether arrangements
to protect the interests of s:'vers should. cov4!r the past as
wdl as the future, and th·:s uises the problem of the
compensation to be paid !<1 bond holders for the losses
•hey have suHeri!d.

n.

The varioUs methods of f~rotecting the J10ndholders

l1u: various methods of ensuring that the real value of
the bondholder's capital and of his incorhe from this
capital remains compara,tively st~le can be broken down
inro. three groups:
'
-
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I. Tulmiques for bringing issues mort closelv int() ine
1citf:. m.~rket f/u,·tll.ztio;,s

·

To l>egin with. issues could 1:-e 1-rought clo"d~ :nto
with m.nket .:unditions ri operators were gi,·cn ~r
frec:Jom in setting the conditions and terms of
i~~ues. This would help to recr~lte on national m.ar
conditions similar to those prevailing on the intcf:latr
_capital marker, where, gi\·en the absc:n.:e of
regulations. lender\ and l>orrower; can Jt all times a
to ,(i rcumstance~.

2. increasing, in one Corm or another, the nominai yield
of loaned funds, so as to ensure that the real yield on
the capital remains positive;'

3. index-linkin(ll.

,. The members of the working party mainly concentrated
od the first two poin~ but index-linking was also
discussed at length. However, the general feeling was that
the introduction of · index-linking raised a general
problem which involved much more than the protection
of the holder of fixed-interest securities.

..
In addition, tht'incondusive results of past or current
index-linking schemes have led the majority of the
experts to adopt a very reserved, not to say negative
attitude to this matter.

·e!~

•n.ll
any
apt

The techniques to be considered relate to the le,·e of
irlterest rates and the maturity of loans.
(a) The bondh<1lder would no doubt be better prote :ted
by an interest rate policy designed to al ow
him a positi,·e return on his capital. Howe\·er, the
le\·el of interest rates on national markers depend on
the economic situation in each countr\'
ana
particularly the inr~nsiry of inflarionar~· pressu~es, ~ut
also on the action taken b\' the moneran· au:hori ies,·
which is itself determined by the gencral.re.;ui,rern nts
of economic policy. The monetary authorities are in
any case, far from enjoying cOfnplete freedom of
action in this field, their freedom being restricted by
the influence of external factors once cro,s-fro ier
capital movements have been freed to a sati,f:Jct ry
degree.

These general considerations explain why prot•:ct' on
of the holder of fixed-interest securities or of
saver generally cannot be one of the monet ~
<luthorities' major policy objectives.
Consequently, the holder of fixed-interest securr
will always incur a loss once the co~t Qf money r
above the interest rates on his securities. Of cou
this risk exists even in' times of comparative stahil
~ut is considerably gre:uer in times of inflation.

r

1. techniques for bringing issues more do'lely into line
with market condition$;

inc
ter
cw

Some of the risk can be removed if the interest
on bonds is periodically brought into line with mat
conditions. Variable-rate issues, which appeared I
on the international capital marker and then
certain national financial markers, perform this ta·;k,

u:~

ses.
~e,

ty,

id
et
rst
on

Examples of such transactions carried 'out in
Member States include a loan whkh ENEL in Ji
floated in June 1974; this loan carried an interest t
which, without being allowed to drop below 4 ''•
half-year, varies in line with the average stock ITial
yield of a sample of bonds. Simibrly, in December 1
in france the Groupemenr de l'industrie Siderurgi
floated a loan carrying· an interest rate that is to
established in the light of average rates on the mo
market during the six months prior to the coupt
dine of maturity.
It sh~uld, however, be noted that this techni
normally protects the holder against a loss in
nominal value of capital, but not always against a '
in its real value. Such is the\ c:ue when the i'nte
rate stays below the rare at Y.;hich the \·alue of n1o
falls became: inflation r.nes (and in particu
'expected rates) are only one of the factors derermin
interest rat~t;_ls. •

ue
he
ss
st
ey
· r,
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(b) Another technique which facilitates adjustment to
chant1in1 market conditions for the bperators is the
rcc.fucing of maturirin of loans. Irs ad\'3nt.lAt. for rhc
holder is th:u he, durin(l rcrioJs of shupl~· incrta!>ing
inrercsr rates, c.an switch more r:t~iJly to l-etrcl
~·ielJing im·csrments. Also the loss in \alue will nor be
so large with short-term bonds as It i~ with long-term
~~urities. A trend .towards bond~· wirh shorter
maturities has in fact been observed Juring the pa\1
·few )'tars in 'enain ~!ember Stares ,,f rhe
C:t~mmunity.

Thus, the avcrase matpriry ol n~ loans issued by
public authorities and enterprises in Germany has
Men shortened in reccrtt years from about 1.5 to 20
years to to years and temporarily even five. years in
the autumn of 1974, and thar of morttage bonds fmm
.10 to 40 ~·cars ro 5 ro 10 years.

In Belgium, rhcre has been a similait trend and an
incrcasins number of loans arc i!~sued w·irh an
intermediate maturity which. gives the investor the
option of repayment or of holding on to his securities
until final m.Huriry, with ·the int4'rest r.He (hen '
generally 'higher.

SimiLtrly, the loan conttacts could. fdture· Jnticipatcd
clauses for the benefit of ltnder~. while at
pre\ent !IJ~o:h clauses arci usually for the benefit of
borrowerS! only, or provision could be made for
'frequent and regular options of repayment after a
certain dare. The GIS loan in France r~entioned .1hove
carries a dause of this type from the se'~ond yrar.
rcpaymcn~

(a) The techniques described above can only be applied
to new issues and therefore · onl~r protect · new

investors. This leaves the case of tht holders of old
hon-ds whose capital is shrinking as a result of
inflation and of rising interest rates. Generally, no
overall solurion has ever been evolved for this
problem since it is virtually impossible to find the
res<H::,es that would be required to compensate rhe
holders. This is particularly tru~r with regard to
securities issued by the central government or public
·bodies, which are heavily indebted in some countries.
The amounts which wuuld need to be paid to
bondholders would call for a very substantial increase
in tax revenue, which in most countries would
rrubably be difficult to obtain.

he taken as a result of (IOvemmenraJ influence. On the
other hand, measurn ·of rhis kind would hard!~
rc:rrcsent real heir for the s.ncr, for th~mi~hr create·
rrcce.Jenrs whi.:h rm the ch.Jr lCttr of a fi:oteJ-intcre~t
securi~· ,fixed inrerest. fixed m.uuri~·~ into ~ucstion.
lht\' could
.1lso
contrit-ute
to
an
unflir
- m·erl-urdening of rhe issuer which he, in the fonn of
prices or higher taxes, W<•~:i.i ha,·e to p.1ss on.
furthermore, in a large marker there exists the
pos,ibilir~· that, unjustly, invt)tors ~·ho sold t-on'ds on
rhe \Ccond.tn· nl.lrkcr before .the measures rook effect
would nut · benefit from· rhe imprm·emelu in
cundirions. lnse,.urity on the marker and a
corresponding loss of confidence would follow
.alrhou~:h the opposite result was sought after.

This docs not exclude the possibility, in the case of
the existence· of flexible loan condition~ of such
conditions being implemented by the issuer In order
to accelerate the amortization of low interest bonds,
rhus avoiding the nccessit)' of sa\·ers being bound to
inr,rcst rJtcs for too long a period of time - these
intercsr rates, ,;onsidcring the tenden.::,· towards
increa..ed infl.uion, appearing to be roo'low.

In Germany, this solution has been recently .adopted.
There the mortgage banks and other issuing banks
have committed themselves, via their associa'tions, to
the Goverumc:nr to using an annual arrlount of
DM 200 million for the voluntary redemption of their
low interest (5 and 5·5 °/e) de6t. These voluntary
redemptions are, in most cases, carried out by
repurchase outside the Stock Exchange at rhe average
issue price. These repnrchases arc limited in amount
per individual bondholder who has also to prove that
tf!e securities have been his property since at certain
&1te. This is designed to exclude, wherever pussible,
the brnefit of these measures to securities prrvi<•n~l)·
a~''lllired at the S!l>.:k Ex~.:hange at prices bdow the
i~suc price. A further form of volun1.1ry ret.lcmptit>n i•
the anticipated drawing or redemption nf ~in~tlc
tranches or whole issues.

In various countries there arc also isolated cases of
private or public sector borrowers who have agreed
to repurchase their securities below the stock market
price - usually when new issues are launched, such
·as the recent IMI issue in Italy - or to raise the
interest paid on bonds in circulation, as ha! happened
recently in Austria.

(b) Consideration

f Additionally a basic problem should be pointed out.
As far ai public saver protection is cotlcerned it could
be considered desirable to amend lo~n conditions in
favour of the saver during rhe tertn of the loan,
consequently deviating from the actual prospectus
conditions. Such measures, one imagines, could .also
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could also M given to tax
arrangements under which tax is levied only on that
part of the interest which exceeds the rate of the fall
in the value of money, i.e. the real income. Some
years 110 in Germany a taxpayer tried to obtain a
ruling along these lines from the Federal Finance
Court, hut without succtss at the rilne.
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Similar proposals have
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by various economic and political gro~ps. Under all
of them, tax ~·ould he- levied onl~· orl parr of the
nominal inttrest ~·ield: either on the t-.uk interest rare
- interest receiv~d in exctss being exe!Tipt - or onl~
on that pan of the interest that corre~ponds to the
proponion of the rate in excess of the rate of
inflation. None of the~ proposals ha! as yet been
implemented, at least in the \'ariou~ Community
countries.

(c) In practi~., the inter~t paid to bclndholders is
increased only illdirect~Jy and in a general way
through m4!asures to encourage savir'lgs generally.
Examples include the Fr~n·th tax exemptions for bond
interest up to FF j 000, the tax exempti<lns gunted in
some countries for furtds invested in the form of
~curities under savings schemes, aild, premiums
granted by the Stare.

3. INdrx-Udmg
Index-linking is a highly controversial technique. It.
consists of establishing a link between the rtominal value
of capital or interest, or both, and #In index of
purchasing power.

The cost·of-livihg index is u~ually t,aken as a rcfc:repcc:
but this is not an absolute rule and it is eq•taally possible
to u~ the wholesale price index (Brazil), ttte index of a
foreign currency's rate of exchange (the u~: $ in Israel)
or an index reflecting the activity o\ the borrower
(turnover for example).
/

A large majority of the members of the working pany
agreed that it was hardly possible to isolate the problem
of indexing fixed-interest securities from the more
general problem of indexing claims in the economy as a
whole (1 ).

In the present economic ~ning, it would be difficult to
introduce index-linking on to· the financial market
without extendihg it to other forms of saving. However,
geheral index-linking of savings would in the end be
hkdv w sustain, if not exacerhatc:, inflation:try pressures.
Merely because of transfers between a'tcounts, the
financial institutions and the banks would be obliged to
index virtually all their commitments whilst being
psactically unable to reassess their old claims.

It would no doubt be possible to restrict index-linking to
financial as~ts tied up for a given period of time, such
as fixed-term deposits and deposits at notice~. or blocked
savings accountS. However, were such a di~tinction to he
mac;le, the 'financial instituiions and the banks,
pattio.:ularly those fn countries where credit institutions
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are highly specialized, would find them~lves i very
the
different competiti\'e situations, depending o
rroronion of indexed items in their resour.:es. ·nJily.
c:h01'sing 3 referen.:e index f<>r fin.1nci1l J~stt~ is. in i~lt,
quite a delicate m.mer.

Apan from these general considerations, another J
reason that in the \·ic:w of a majority of the e
·militates agJinst adopting indc:x-linling as a meas
rrote.:t the holder of fixed-inte.re~t securities is th
experience gained in the past has not b.-en
con\·incing. The Finnish authorities h:td ha
a'knowledge failure in this field. The Brazilian . r
whkfl is frequently cited as an example, operates :1
an economic and political background that wou
difficult to imagine in Furore:.

isive
re to
t the
,·ery
to
odc:l,
ainst
d he

In the Community, France is the only country ·here
t"c:re were any significant issues of index-linked ho ds by
the public and the privJte ~ctor (durin~ the I ~Os\,
Howner, cJrdul studies have shown, at leHt ·here
\CCllliti~:~ is,ued by the: pri\'.He sector Jre .:•>rh:crn.-,, th.tt
holders of index-linked securities had genc:r.tlly not t-een
any better protected than if they had bought 'or inary
bonds.

Index-linking to general purchasing power iRdices a d to
indices of cenain
products or raw
mat rials,
representative of price levels (for example gold), h" not
been permitted in France since the t9S8 stJbili,ation
plan, but index-linking to the price of goods and 'c ,-icc~
prmlu..:c:d by the borrower is still permitted. In >ther
countries, notably Germany, any linkin~ with the
n·toneta ry v;tlue of goods and services, or with i• dj..:es
· n•presentative of the general price trend, is subj( ·t to
amhoriLation, which, how~ver, is never ~ranted i the
financial field.

In the Uni~ed Kingdom, there has not been a full in c:xed
savings scheme of any kind so far. Howe\·er the
Government are intro,ludng in June and July 197. two
modest, experimental indexed savings sc:h~:mes St i.:tly
limited ro small savers and in restricted amounts. nder
these schemes only capital will be indexed. A small
will be paid at maturity which will give the saver
b•Jt positive real rare of return. There are no pro <HJ Is
for extending indexation beyond these schemes.

Ill. Effects on intra-community capital movements f the
adoption by one or more States of measures to p otc:ct
bondholders

I.et us assume that one or more Community cou trie•
take measures to protect h<lldc:rs of fixed-in c:re~t
securitic~.
Would such dc:ci\ions disrupt c. piul
movements to the detriment of the other rnc 1her
countries? There is no clear-cut anw•er to thi~ quc,ti1•

/

(') Th ouhic,·r is discuaOC'd _further in the. stuJy. bf the O~.cn
Finan~i.•l Marltctl Commntee cnutlcd
lndcx-l•r•lung of f1xed
inre~•r sc<uriries' (OECD. Paris 1973).

I.
In the present circum~tan•c:s it shvuld first he orne
in mind that private individuals invtsting in fixed-in _r's_t

